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State plan
takes'Y'
out of 280
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Kentucky Department of
Highways is trying to solve a
problem and in the process, it
may be creating another one.
According to Lindsey Briggs,
branch manager of transportaion engineering' for the state,
plans are in the works to move
the intersection of highways 94
-East and 280 approximately
_500-feet cast. of its present
location.

"This project is identified as
a safety improvement project,"
Briggs said—fliLe plan to
remove the 'Y' intersection and
extend one of the roads in the
(East Y) subdivision to Highway 94."
In a recent survejf-conducted
by the Ledger, Calloway County Sheriff's deputies identified
this intersection as one of the
most dangerous in the county.
Briggs said the project, which
will ultimately cost the state

JIM MAHANES/Ledger S Tmes photo
moved 500 feet west of its
be
to
scheduled
is
280,
and
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94
at
highways
state
This intersection,
present location. Although a recent survey of Calloway sheriff's deputies named this as one of the most
dangerous intersections in the county, many residents of the area are not happy about the project.
almost $800,000, will involve
the aquisition of 10 parcels of
land from local residents.

But some of these residents
are not happy with the slate's
plans.

MUSSEL SHELLS PRIZED

T1NG
JERUSALEM (AP) — An
amateur video aired today
shows that contrary to Israel's
claims, a barrage of Israeli
shells hit a U.N.•camp where at
least 91 civilians died, and that
an Israeli reconnaissance
plane was in the area.
Israeli officials had maintained that the U.N. peacekeepers camp in southern
Lebanon was hit last month by
only one or two stray rounds.
Until Sunday, they had denied
that a low-flying drone, or
remotely piloted aircraft, was in
the area.
"The importance of the tape
is that it shows the shelling is
not one or two rounds that
overshot, as we've been told
for the past two weeks," said
Timor Goksel, spokesman, for
the U.N. peacekeeping force in
Lebanon.
Taken by a U.N. soldier from
a mile away, the videotape
shows puffs of smoke emerging
from the base, indicating when
shells hit.
A preliminary report by U.N.
investigators found the remains
of 15 shells in the Fijian peacekeepers camp — evidence of a
heavy bombardment and not
an accidental misfiring.
A U.N. official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said
Israeli gunners had "switched
targets" from an area where
Hezbollah guerrillas had
launched rockets against Israel
to the U.N. camp.
The attack on the U.N. camp
took place April 18.
WEATHER
Monday night...Showers
and thunderstorms likely. Low
around 60. Rain chance 60
percent.
Tuesday...Showers and
thundestorms likely. High
around 80. Rain chance 60
percent.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. 360.3,+0.3/65'
BARKLEY.... 360.2,+0.2/64*
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Darkness covers
poachers' work
Hardin held its annual Hardin Days parade Saturday morning,
complete with antique cars, clowns and candy. Ave,the
Marshall County High School band entertains the crowd, as
Leon Andrus watches the festivities from his personal vantage
point.

Bernard Kane /Ledger & Times photos

Colby's body found on riverbank
By MARY BOYLE
Associated Press Writer
ROCK POINT, Md.(AP) — Police today found
the body of William E. Colby on riverbank, more
than a week after the 76-year-old retired spymaster
disappeared on a canoeing expedition.
Colby, who supervised the CIA's covert warfare
campaign in Vietnam and then as director from
1973-76 tried to clean up the agency during its

darkest hours, apparently drowned and foul play
was not suspected, officials said.
Colby had been missing since he told his wife,
Sally Shelton-Colby, April 27 by phone that he was
going canoeing. She was visiting her mother in
Houston at the time.
The canoe was found April 28 overturned on a

In the last five years on the
GRAND RIVERS, Ky.(AP) —
Poachers have developed a lu,
ra- two lakes, five mussel fishermen
tive but dangerous business by have drowned in diving or boatcruising Kentucky's main water- ing accidents, though some were
ways under cover of darkness to licensed. Others have died in
harvest mussels that are prized Tennessee, where diving is legal.
Diving and unlicensed fishing
for their shells.
Equipped with night-vision also deplete the supply of musgoggles, wet suits and two-way sels, threatening the livelihood of
radios, The mOdern-day bucca- licensed fishermen and distiipting
neers probe the depths of Ken- the lakes' ecosystem.
tucky Lake, and to a lesser extent
The Kentucky Department of
Lake Barkley and the Ohio River, Fish and Wildlife enforces laws
in search of the mollusks.
against mussel poaching but, has
Prices reach as high as $6 a just 14 officers in western Kenpound for the shells. The diced- tucky to monitor compliance with
up shells are prized as seeds for fishing and hunting laws, said the
cultured pearls.
department's Lt. Bob Fralick.Many fishermen are licensed
Officers know the locations of
by the state, but an unknown the prime mussel beds, Fralick
number of others have no said, but even 50 more officers
licenses or illegally scuba dive wouldn't make much of a dent in
for mussels.
the illegal harvesting of mussels,
The most successful poachers because of the lakes' sheer size.
can make up to $1,500 a day, but
Fralick tells of harrowing latethose who misstep in this noctur- night boat pursuits of mussel trafnal intrigue can pay with their
• See Page 3
lives.

SUPERIOR

EKRON, Ky. (AP) — A
10-year-old boy drowned in a
Mount Sterling flash flood and
"High water, low
seven people were injured by a
water, people are
suspected tornado in Meade
County as severe weather hamstranded, people
mered Kentucky Sunday, accordcan't get home,
ing to state and local authorities.
Jerrod Cortez Walker was
all hell has broke
playing in the backyard of a
loose."
friend's home when a flash flood
swept
on along Hinkston Creek
Dispatcher
the boy through a 150-foot
Pike County emergency center
culvert, according to Mount Sterling Fire Chief Wayne Welch.
"A lady hollered for somebody
Don Armsto get the kids out of the water," debris clearance, said
DisWelch said. As neighbor Anthony trong of the state Division of
Services.
and
Emergency
aster
Labonna, 20, waded into the
Joe
water, he too was swept away. County Judge-Executive
Hager had declared a state of
"He fell through the same hole
guard
as the kid did, and was also emergency and requested
to
and
up
clean
help
to
assistance
swept all the way through the
The
needed.
if
security
culvert and into the creek," provide
city of Ekron also declared a
Welch said.
said.
Labona was pulled out of the state of emergency, Dodson
in
injured
of
those
Three
creek by rescue personnel and
Harto
taken
were
County
Meade
taken to Mary Childs Hospital-for—
rison County Hospital in Corytreatment of minor injuries.
Walker's body was found near don, Ind. where they were treated
Pribble Park, about 1,000 feet and released. The other four were
downstream about 2:30 a.m. treated at the scene, Armstrong
EDT, Coroner Wallace Johnson said.
At least 6 inches of rain fell in
said.
parts of Pike County, and
some
diswere
guardsmen
National
patched to the Ekron community
in Meade County to help with • See Page 2

Calloway
band wins
top honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County High
School Concert Band was
named grand champion at the
National Adjudicator's Concert
Festival held this past
weekend in St. Louis.
The CCHS group represented
Kentucky and competed with
schools from nine other states
at the competition. The Laker
band received all superior
ratings and a score of 95 out
of a possible 100 at the
event.
In addition, the Laker band
was recognized as having the
most outstanding woodwind
section of the competition.
This honor comes after the
group received unanimous distinguished ratings at the Kentucky Music Educators Mussic
Assessment Festival ilast
month.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

LOOKING FOR BARGAINS: Sarah Votive inspects a toy drill
Saturday during Murray's city-wide yard sale.

The band is under the
direction of Gary Mullins, Tim
Smith and student teacher,
James Powell.
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II Storms...

•280...
FROM PAGE 1
said Tony Gardner. "For us, this
disrupts 24 years of hard work."
Gardner and his family have
owned the Murray Bait Co.,
located less than 200 feet west of
the proposed new intersection,
for more than 23 years.
The Gardner family lives next
to the store and right in the path
of the proposed road.
Although the project would
bring traffic closer to the store,
the majority of which are fishermen going to the TVA recreation

area (off Highway 280), Gardner
is not happy with the project's
design.
"The new intersection will give
(semitrucks) only a few hundred
feet to stop if someone pulls out
in front of them. There won't be
enough room for them to see the
intersection with it going in
where they propose," Gardner
said.
Gardner's safety fears are compounded because he feels the
state is not offering residents
what their property is .worth..
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Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.
Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St.

Gardner and others affected by we've lived in a trailer next to
the project, have started a peti- our store for a long time.
tion drive to hault the project.
"We had planned to sell it and
Gardner said the majority of resi- build a house on that land this
dents in the East Y Subdivision year. It's been a dream of ours to
are against the project.
build our home on this land," he
Briggs said of the 10 parcels of said.
property scheduled for aquisition,
Gardner, along with the other
three have been signed away to affected property owners, have
the state.
received letters from the state
Gardner has retained a lawyer informing them that condemnaand said he plans to fight the pro- tion proceedings have begun.
ject in court if it comes to that.
Briggs said this process will
"Our lawyer told us that we take almost another year to
probably won't get the project complete.
stopped, but at least we can try to
Gardner said he feels like his
get a fair price for our land," he family is in "limbo" and that the
said.
------- ---project is leaving them with few
By law, the state has to make options.
relocation efforts and pay fair
"We can't build now. We can't
market value to homeowners for move right now. We really just
their property if a project want to stay on our land.
encroaches on it.
"People have come to me in
"Before we can move a family the past and wanted to buy two of
from their home, we have to find my five acres and have offered
them comparable living arrange- me twice what the state has
ments. They don't necessarily offered for it. But the land is not
have to move into the home we for sale," he said.
find them, but we have to make
Gardner said he will fight the
that effort.
project if he has to.
"A lot of times people feel that
"They're not going to move me
they have to move when they off my land and steal it too," he
really don't," Briggs said. "Only said.
if we take a certain portion of
The state is scheduled to open
their land would they have to bids on the project in - March
move."
1997. Briggs said the highway
Briggs said if the state acquires department has submitted a
property that contains utility lines request to file suit for the conor septic tanks, the state is demnation of the seven remaining
required to pay for relocating
parcels of land.
them.
"That's a long process which
"This project is going right will probably move the project's
through the middle of (Gardner's schedule back a couple of
neighbor's) land. His septic tank
months," he said.
has to be moved, and the health
depatment told him . he didn't
have enough land to move it,"
-Gardner said
In this case, Briggs said the By _,I111 MAHANES
state will have to move the fami- Staff Writer
l/ out of its home altogether.
Murray man is in stable con"If"hi 'remainder of the lot
dition in the orthopedic unit of
doesn't meet with health codes, it
Murray-Calloway County Hospi'would be just like we hit the
tal following a one-vehicle accihouse directly," he said.
dent Sunday.
Gardner said money is not his
Christopher D. Provine, 19,
only complaint, but it's the loca-.tion of the project that bothers suffered multiple injuries in the
accident, a hospital spokesman
him.
said.
make
it
look
want
to
"I don't
like we're crying about this, but
According to a Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
Press release, Provine was traveling south on Highway 1497 about
4:16 p.m. when he told officials
he was adjusting his car stereo

FROM PAGE 1
Judge-Executive Donna Damron
declared a state of emergency
there.
A bridge on U.S. 119 at Meta
in Pike County was under about 4
inches of water. Tires, wood and
other debris was floating in a
foul-smelling brown soup as firefighters walked cars across the
swamped bridge.
"High water, low water, people are stranded, people can't get
home, all hell has broke loose,"
said an emergency dispatcher.
The dispatcher said some people had water in their homes and
mile Waiters had wasTsed ken
from their underpinnings, but no
injuries were reported.
The National Weather Service
said Kentucky 15 and several
other roads in Powell County
were reported covered by water
and closed Sunday night.
In Ekron, Donna Williams'
home only received minor damage, but others weren't so lucky.
"We just came from a friend
of ours," she said. "Their house
is all over the neighborhood."
She said her friends, Jim and
Gloria Hawks, just made it out of
their trailer and into his welding
shop before the storm came
through shortly after 6 p.m. EDT
and destroyed the Hawkses'
home.
"Their home's all the way
gone," she said. "I ,also had a
brother-in-law who lost his
trailer."
Norm Reitmeyer, a meteorologist with the National Weather

. Murray man stable following accident

The Merchants in Our Area
Are a Mighty Friendly Bunch...
After Visiting Them...
Come Visit Us...
COURTESY IS CONTAGIOUS
HERM
Angel Adams - Pharmacist

Glendale at Whitnell

7534175

SUBSCRIBE

and his vehicle dropped off the
right side of the roadway.
Provine tried to regain control
and overeetrected, crossed tlie
roadway and struck a ditch.
Provine's vehicle overturned
and came to rest on its roof, partially ejecting him out the back
window, the release said.
Murray firefighters were called
to the scene and extricated Provine from the vehicle. He was
transported to MCCH by Murray
Ambulance.
Sheriff's deputies, Murray firefighters and ambulance personnel
were assisted at the scene by Calloway County Fire-Rescue.

Service in Louisville, said no one
was certain that it was a tornado
that hit between Brandenburg and
Ekron, a community about three
miles south of Brandenburg. A
team of weather service investigators went to Meade County this
morning in an effort to make that
determination.
"People think with wind like
that, it has to be a tornado, but
that's not necessarily the case,"
Reitmeyer said.
Dodson said he suspected highspeed straight-line winds rather
than a tornado based on information he had received from
emergency personnel:
A funnel cloud was also spotted in Washington County, but
Reitmeyer said that also was not
a confirmed tornado. Dispatcher
Janet Sparrow said fire crews saw
the cloud moving between the
Willisburg and Mackville communities. A trailer home sustained some damage, but the
cloud did not actually touch the
ground.
Kentucky was hit by two
storms Sunday, Reitmeyer said.
The first group developed in the
early afternoon and moved out of
central Kentucky into eastern
Kentucky, with reports of large
hail.
Two to three hours later,
damaging winds roared out of
western Kentucky and crossed
the state. About a dozen counties
were under tornado warnings during the afternoon and early
evening.
Rhonda Sizemore, an emergency medical technician for Lincoln
County, was driving an ambulance to pick up a patient when
she saw a funnel cloud on Kentucky 1781.
"We saw a wall cloud first,
that was on Kentucky 618," she
-said. We took a-left ort-1781-,-and that was when dispatch advised
us someone had reported something that looked like smoke
reaching from the ground to the
sky."
"It was just a gray cloud, a
twisting circular motion, from the
sky," S zemore
ground
said. "I stopped the ambulance.
It was really close."
She said she didn't see any
damage where the cloud was
spotted, in the Broughtontown
area of Lincoln County.

When we look back at our
first 10 years, there's something
wejust have to say.
Thanks.
•
In honor of our 10th Anniversary,-we, the 6,600 team members of Toyota Motor Manufacturing,
U.S.A., Inc., would like to thank some very special people. Our neighbors in Georgetown and Scott
County. Our friends and families all over Kentucky. Our suppliers and dealers all over the—United
States. Our customers all over the world.'Wetake great pride in the accomplishments of our first

Ten Yeats oj Teamwork

10 years. Your encouragement', support, loyalty and friendship have made those accOrtiplishments

possible. We hope you join us in celebrating 10 years of Kentucky tedmwork'and that you share our excitement about the future. In our next
10 yeats, we'll keep doing out best. For you.

1

TOYOTA
Toyota Motor Manufacturing, U.S.A., Inc., Georgetown, Kentucky
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FROM PAGE 1
Wicomico River sandbar a quarter mile from his vacation home
in this southern Maryland town.
The area is near where the
Wicomico empties into the Potomac River.
Cpl. Leonard Sciukas, a police
officer with the state Department
of Natural Resources, found the
body around 8 a.m. today while
out searching in a boat. It was
partly in the water and partly on
the bank. The site is a few
hundred yards south of where the
canoe was found.
Colby was likely alive when he
fell into the water and got hyopthermia and drowned, said Lt.
Mark Sanders, a spokesman for
the natural resources police. Ruling out foul play, he said: "There
is nothing unusual about this case
at all."
Colby's wife identified the
body, which was dressed in khaki
pants, a red windbreaker, a blue
and white shirt and no shoes.
Last week, she had expressed the
hope that Colby would turn up,
injured and awaiting rescue.
Experts had said that natural
processes, including changes in
water temperature, often bring a
body to the surface after a few
days.
The search, which at one time
included dogs, divers sonar
equipment and dragging lines,
had been scaled back in recent
days.
The current CIA director, John
Deutch, said today that his predecessor used "great courage,
determination and devotion to his

Colby's tenure was his decision Colby was among those who
But two months after his fircountry ... to guide the agency dent Nixon, then in the midst of
to force James Angleton into believed Angleton had tied the
ing, Ford himself honored Colby
through a difficult time. He faced the Watergate scandal.
with the National Security Medal, retirement in 1974. Angleton, CIA in knots and damaged its
Colby chipped away at the
up to severe challenges with
died in 1987, had headed anti-Soviet operations.
citing his "outstanding contribiiopenness and integrity. The peo- CIA's preoccupation with secrecy
CIA counterintelligence from the
Colby spent the years since his
uon in the field of intelligence."
ple of the CIA and the intelli- and sought to channel more of
agency's founding, and was government service in private law
gence community have lost an the agency's resources into intel- - Colby maintained it was necesknown for his long, futile search practice, aligning himself with
sary to own up about past agency
irreplaceable source of wisdom." ligence gathering and analysis
for a Soviet "mole," or spy, advocates of a nuclear freeze and
misdeeds "to get rid of them and
As CIA director in the Nixon and less into covert activities.
to demonstrate that CIA, itself, inside the CIA.
disarmament.
That threw him into a major
and Ford administrations, Colby
Angleton's mole hunt divided
Besides his wife, Colby is surhad corrected those a year and a
was perfect for the job: colorless, congressional investigation of the
the spy agency into angry fac- vived by three sons and a daught:
that it
half before."
including_ailegations
CIA,
precise
soft-spoken, bespectacled,
tions during the 1960s and 1970s. er from a previous marriage.
Another controversy nring
was involved in overseas assassiand thin. He fit this published
spydomestic
illegal
plots,
nation
description: "Mr. Colby never
eavesdropping and
•
seems to have a hair or an emo- ing, illegal
with the
experimentation
CIA
tion out of place."
LSD.
Even Colby conceded in his drug
Colby said later that some of
1978 memoir "Honorable Man:
advisers felt "I was
My Life in the CIA," being "the Ford's
too willingly to Conresponding
traditional gray man, so inconspicuous that he can never catch the gress:1 was giving them information when I should have
waiter's eye in a restaurant."
them and refused to
stonewalled
Colby began his intelligence
career during World War II, para- give them information." The
chuting into France and Norway president fired him and Defense
to fight the Nazis. Years later, he Secretary James R. Schlesinger
headed the CIA's Saigon office on the same day.
during the Vietnam War and ran
41•Dm.
the pacification program and its
Phoenix project aimed at rooting
out the Viet Cong, the secret
communist apparatus within
relk
South Vietnam.
0QAPACrti
The Viet Cong were severely
weakened by Phoenix with more
than 20,000 suspects killed, nearCitrus fruits are grown in
ly 30,000 captured and 18,000
greater quantity than any other
persuaded to defect.
fruit in the United States.
Summoned to Washington to
Phoenix
about
answer charges
before a Senate committee in
1970, Colby defended the project
& Trust
but conceded there may have
Company
been "some illegal killing."
He was nominated to be direcMember FDIC
Pick 3
tor on May 10, 1973, by Presi3-0-3
Pick 4
1201 Main Street• Murray, Kentucky
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•Poachers...
-PROM PAGE 1
fickers. If and when police catch
up, the contraband has usually
--beef ditdia overboard, making'
it difficult to win in court, he
said.
"Lots and lots of dollars are
the push behind the whole
thing," said Fralick.
Millions of dollars, in fact: The
state reported a legal mussel
harvest of just above 1 million
pounds in 1993, the last year for
which figures are available.
Nobody knows how many pounds
are taken illegally from Kentucky
waters.
The shells are shipped to Japan
and other countries, where they
become seeds for cultured pearls.
Nothing else in the world works
as well as the thick, silvery shells
found in Kentucky Lake, biologists say. That's because the
shells pick up few impurities
from the lake's water.
Kentucky licenses up to 500
mussel fishermen a year. Licensing is intended to keep the mussel
population from being depleted
and to ensure a consistent
harvest. Licensed fishermen, who
pay $300 a year for the permit,
also must report their catch.
Licensed fishermen must take
their catch by brailing: They drag
lines across the bottom and hope
the mussels instinctively clamp
shut on the dull hooks. Musselers
are supposed to release undersized shells.
Eight years ago, Pete Fletcher
of Paducah quit a 25-year career
selling insurance to become a
full-time licensed brailer. Fletcher, 56, relishes the outdoors and
the independence of running his
own business, which he started
with a $900 brailing boat. Now
someone can get started for about
$5,000, he said.
"The good shells are getting
harder and harder to find,"
Fletcher said recently at a boat
ramp on Kentucky Lake. "When
I started, it was nothing to get
four or five buckets of shells.
Now, it's not like that. The lake
has been hit pretty hard."
He said poachers can make
more in three hours by diving
than he can in three days.
Poachers practice a craft that
often is handed down from
fathers to sons. Some still rely on
"Kentucky Bandit Rigs," crude
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ANALYSIS
Dole's speech pattern
and what he has
to, you know,say
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Whatever else you know about Bob
Dole, listen to him for a while and you'll hear him say "whatever." Whenever.
It's a verbal tic, like the teen-ager's "you know." Linguists call
it a "filler" or a "hedge."
Here's Dole talking at various times and places:
—At a rally-in- Jacksonville, Fla., as supporters chanted his
name: "Thank you, I accept the nomination, whatever it is."
—At a rally in Houston: "President Clinton says, 'I share your
pain.' I. can say, 'I feel your pain' or whatever."
—In a - Washington speech to the National Association of Realtors, acknowledging applause: "I accept your nomination, and
whatever.''
—In the same speech, talking about the tax code: "It can also
encourage home ownership, encourage contributions to charities,
whatever."
—Talking with reporters in New York City about selecting a
running mate: "I'm going to wait until I'm the nominee before I
start making judgments on running mates or whatever."
—Describing an enthusiastic rally in Miami's "Little Havana"
district: "They were all shouting, 'Viva, Viva Bob Dole, viva,
viva, whatever."'
—And just Friday, testifying on why he thinks the gasoline tax
should be reduced: "It puts additional burdens on drivers, consumers, buses, railroads, whatever."
You get the picture.
Dole may have been talking this way for years; his speech patterns, like everything else, are coming under scrutiny now that he is
now on the cusp of a presidential nomination.
Any deep meaning here, or is it just a habit?

Donald Moine sees deep meaning. He is a psychologist in Palos
Verdes, Calif., who consults with Fortune 500 companies on their
communications problems and wrote "Modern Persuasion
Strategies."
"The problem is that it contributes to the perception that Dole is
old and tired and that he lacks mental energy," Moine said. "It is
also a sign of verbal laziness."
"It's sad, because I think Dole is a very honorable person who
has much to offer. But people frequently reject ideas because of
their packaging. We have to clothe our ideas in the proper words."
Another expert in communications, Linda Carli, who teaches
psychology at Wellesley College in Massachusetts, said research
"suggests that people who hedge a great deal are perceived as less
authoritative and competent," but she also sees an upside to Dole's
habit.

;•

"It has the advantage of softening a statement, particularly when
you're making controversial statements that you might want to
seem less extreme."
"It's colloquial," she said, and that's good. "People find an
informal style less threatening."
Dole isn't the only public figure with a speaking peculiarity.
President Clinton salts his speeches with homespunisms — "a load
of hooey" or "this is a really big deal."
Ronald Reagan began sentences with a drawn-out, "Welll..."
George Bush committed coldblooded murder on syntax. He once
delivered Hirs message exactly as it was given him, reading from his
cue card: "Message: I care."
And Bush hated to speak of himself in the first person. As a
consequence, his speech writer, Peggy Noonan, said in her
memoirs, "Instead of 'I moved to Texas and soon we joined the
Republican Party,' it was, 'Moved to Texas, joined the Republican
Party, raised a family.'" The result made Bush sound like he was
delivering a telegram, not a speech.
Psychologist Gerald Goodman at the University of California at
Los Angeles saw Dole's habit as "a combination of "et cetera and
'I'd rather not go into the details because they're not important.'
It's a little lofty; the boss can say it more than the staff member."
Wayne Fields, a Washington University English professor who
followed Dole around in 1988 and studied his speaking patterns,
said advisers would be foolish to try to get Dole to change.
"You can change the part of your hair, you can change speech
writers, but you cannot change who the person is," Fields said.
"You've got to make that your strength. You've got to work with
the material you've got."
Message: Let Dole be Dole. Whatever.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged W express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be Pgnct1 by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

A high-octane issue
WASHINGTON (AP) — There
are few blends more volatile than
gasoline and politics, the highoctane mixture President Clinton
is trying to manage in competition with Sen. Bob Dole.
Presidents have been there
before, to their political peril.
Ironically, the challenge usually
has been about oil conservation
as a weapon against shortages.
Now the argument is about curbing gasoline prices so that Americans can afford to drive and consume more, not less.
As Jimmy Carter observed of
his troubles with the issue, there
was scant interest in energy policy except when there were lines
at the gas pump, or price
increases that angered motorists,
meaning most voters.
"On those occasions, the
blame was focused on me," he
wrote after his one-term
presidency.
That lesson is not lost at the
Clinton White House. So the
president is working to put his
stamp on answers to the price
jump, ordering sales from the
strategic petroleum reserve and
investigations of what caused the
increases.
The White House describes
what has happened over the past
two months as "an artificial
spike" in prices, driven up by
short-term factors. By that
appraisal, the major factor was the delay of an anticipated agree-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
ment to ease the U.N. embargo
against oil sales by Iraq, increasing world supplies.
California refinery problems,
the oil drain of a harsh winter
and the end of gas-conservation
speed limits are among other factors industry analysts see behind
the increase.
Clinton said it was "dramatic
although apparently temporary."
But his problem is the one Carter lamented, that when drivers
can't get gas or see prices spurting upward, they look to, and
often blame, the White House.
In this case, Dole, the Republican nominee-in-waiting, spotted
and grabbed the issue 10 days
ago. He proposed repeal of the
4.3 cents-a-gallon gasoline tax
increase that was part of the 1993
Clinton economic program. He
did it in a letter asking Clinton to
"join me in an effort to provide
relief to American motorists."
Dole said it ought to be bipartisan — but noted that the bill
including the increase passed
over unanimous Republican

•

EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

April 14 — The Jordan Times, Amman, Jordan, on Israeli
attacks on Lebanon:
Once Again, Israel is relying on its military might to jeopardize
all that has been achieved on the path of bringing peace to the region. No one can justify Israel's unwarranted attacks 'on Lebanese
civilians, towns and villages, nor can Israel argue that the use of
force could bring quietness and stability to its northern borders.
Israel tried the option of war many times before,,,b4 it simply
did not work. What the Israeli government can gain from the terror
it is unleashing on the Lebanese people cannot exceed some shortterm support for the Labor Party as it prepares for difficult elections next month. But what Israel stands to lose, along with the rest
of the countries in the region that threw their lots behind the fledgling peace process, is much more substantial.
Israel needs to make a choice as to what it wants in the region. It
says it wants peace. But its actions belie this claim. A country
which seeks peace does not go on attacking its neighbors. For the
sake of the region, its peoples, including Israelis themselves, Israel
should stop acting like the renegade cowboy of the neighborhood.

Bits tucked away in the budget
Mark R. Chellgren

Attention Washington!
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April 16 — La Nacion, Buenos Aires, Argentina, on the
Koreas:
Heavily armed North Korean troops have now made several
incursions into the demilitarized border zone that separates it from
South Korea.
These war games seem to have one sole objective: to get the
United States to soften economic sanctions on the regime.
Ever since North and South Korea signed a truce to put an end to
their 1950-53 war, there have been several such incidents, often
resulting in deaths and casualties.
As North Korea experiences economic hard times, much of its
population is suffering from hunger.
It is common knowledge that totalitarian regimes always seek to
distract attention from domestic problems by starting up a military
operation.
The U.S. seems convinced that war will not break out again
between the two Koreas, but these war games are extremely
dangerous, especially in a zone where so many conflicts have gone
unresolved.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Things you might never know
CAPITOL IDEAS
without reading the 1996-98
budget enacted by the General
Assembly:
—Appropriations for operating
the governor's office are up by
almost 50 percent from the previous budget — $9.3 million in the
AA Associated Press News Analysis
fiscal year that begins July 1
coming fiscal year to pay the
compared to the $6.3 million
House Speaker Jody Richards. It
appropriated for the current year. expenses of Kentucky's official
may not hurt that Mark Farrow is
presidential electors, the eight
But things are not quite as they
the new general counsel for the
might appear.
yet-to-be-named members of the
department as of last week. FarThe coming budget combines
federal Electoral College who row was a state representative
will cast the only votes in Kenfunding for the governor's office
from 1980 until last week when
and the lieutenant governor's
tucky that actually count for
he resigned.
president.
office. Paul Patton and Steve
—Kentucky taxpayers will pay
Henry ran as a ticket in 1995 and
—The Agriculture Department
an estimated $194 million next
the expense of supporting their
is arguably the biggest winner in
year for health and life insurance
work has been combined, actually
the entire budget. Spending will
coverage for local school district
saving some money for staff salarise from $15.8 million this year
employees; $210 million in 1998.
ries for the half-dozen or more
to $18.7 million next year and
—$700,000 is set aside to pay
people who used to just work in
$19.7 million the year after. for the education of juveniles
Numerous new programs and
the lieutenant governor's office.
who are in jail.
In addition, the new budget
expansions are provided, even
—$250,000 will be spent in
moves some things around.
down to special permission to
1997 to hire people to operate the
The Coal Marketing and
buy a forklift and a fax machine
new state history center, at least a
Export Council, one of those
— nearly unprecedented detail.
year before it is scheduled to be
state agencies created and then
And tucked away in the departopen. And the center now under
never really adopted by anyone
ment's budget is $200,000 this
construction still has barely a
or anything, returns to the goveryear for opening a trade office in
dozen parking places planned.
nor's office. Gov. John Y. Brown
Mexico in cooperation with the
—The Louisville Waterfront
Jr. created it and it,has bounced
Economic Development Cabinet. Development Corp., part-time
from the now-defunct Energy
It probably helps that the comemployer of Senate Majority
Cabinet to the Economic Deve,- -missioner of agriculture, Billy
Floor Leader, David Karem -ofRay Smith, is a former state replopment Cabinet and hither and
Louisville,(gets $350,000 per
resentative and close friend of
yon. Patton, who made a fortune
year from the state.
in the coal business, now has it
back in the governor's office.
Also, the Military Affairs
Commission, created in 1994,
gets its first funding and is also
US. REP. Ed WhiVleld
moved from the Economic Deve202-225-3115 (Washington)
lopment Cabinet to the goverU.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
nor's office.
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
And a brand new Office of
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
Sexual and Domestic Violence
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
Services is created and attached
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
to the governor's office.
—$2,000 is set aside in the
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opposition. But there had been no
GOP move for repeal until the
price jump made it politically
advantageous.
While the Clinton camp countered that Dole had presided over
10 cents in gas tax increases during Republican administrations, it
did not foreclose repeal of the
1993 increase as part of a broader
budget plan. Democrats said they
also would seek a guarantee that
oil companies pass the tax saving
on to consumers.
This is only a skirmish compared with the energy crises that
sent costs soaring and supplies
down beginning with the Arab oil
embargo of 1973, when angry
drivers had to wait in long lines
to get gas.
The strategic petroleum reserve
was created in 1975, a stockpile
to ease the impact of embargoes
or other shortages. There are
about 585 million barrels of oil in
the strategic reserve now; the
United States consumes more
than 17 million barrels a day.
Carter had wanted a billion bar-

rels in reserve.
Earlier oil shocks had led to
efforts to restrain reliance on
imported oil. Congress voted in
1990 to declare that 50 percent
dependency is a "peril point" for
U.S. security. Imports account for
more than half of U.S. consumption now.
The 55-mph federal speed limit
was set as a conservation measure after the 1973 oil embargo.
It was repealed effective last Dec.
8. Carter made energy conservation one of his missions, only to
see shctrtages worsen in the Iran
hostage crisis that beset his losing bid for re-election in 1980.
The oil price shocks that preceded the Persian Gulf War were
cited by a Republican White
House as triggers of the recession
that became a major problem for
George Bush when he sought a
second term.
Clinton once had talked of
energy taxes that would restrain
consumption and promote
conservation.
But this is a campaign, not an
energy crisis. So the aim on both
political sides is to lower gasoline prices and claim credit for it.

—The city of Paintsville gets
$50,000 for a water system project. Republican Sen. John David
Preston of Paintsville is a member of the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee, perhaps
proving that pork is bipartisan,
but sensitive.
—It's going to cost $5.6 million in the next two years alone
to get ready to change the date on
state computers to 2000 at the
turn of the century. No further
details are provided in the
budget.
—It is planned to spend $11.9
million to remove or abate asbestos from the State Office
Building.
—The Capitol dome, where
small trees have been known to
sprout, is due for a $1.8 million
renovation.
—In a not-too-subtle gig at
whiny doctors, the budget directs
that any physicians who post
signs advertising how much provider tax is added to their bills
must also post signs noting how
much money they get from the
Medicaid program.
—Two new private prisons are
likely to spring from the budget,
or at least larger populations at
the three existing institutions.
There will not be medium security inmates in private penal
colonies, as originally proposed
by Patton.
—The Breeders' Award Fund,
Gov. Brereton Jones' legislative
legacy to the industry that pro-'
vides his livelihood, is no longer
guaranteed General Fund tax
money if the take from off-track
betting parlors falls.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL photo
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS, directed by Steve Uttleffeld with
Janet Finch as pianist, will present its spring concert on Tuesday, May
7, at 8 p.m. In sanctuary of First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth SL,
Murray. In April of this year, the MHS Chorus received superior ratings
trom adiudicators at the KMEA First District Choral Festival at Paducah
which qualified the choir for the second year successive year to participate in the KMEA State Choral Festival at Centre College, Danville.
There is no admission charge and the public is invited to attend. Plchoed, from left, front row, Steve Littlefield, Melissa Villallor, Danette
woous, uana inomas, meiissa uoionarner, Ameaa bumerL tiinny
Graves, Julie Hightower, Autumn Aicott, Ellen Carpenter, Julie Gustafson, Christina Sames, Michelle Moode, Janet Finch, second row, Carrie
Griffiths, Micah Williams, Jennifer Lewis, Karen Green, Sarah McNeary,
Ryan Cunningham, Heath Kraemer, Cory Martin, Joey Woods, Amanda
Conley, Sarah Wurgier, Emily Noble, Amanda Winfield, third row, Mitzi
Parrish, Cheri Reidel, Emily Simmons, Ryan Clark, James Simmons,
Blake Ross, Craig Tate, Christine Griffiths, Andrea Jackson, Jamille
Hudspeth, fourth row, Shauna Waller, Brooke Brittain, Courtney Gritflths, Karla Blakley, Undsay McNutt, Margaret Harper, Sarah KIngins,
Sara Fender, and Elizabeth Broughton.
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Tuesday, May 7
Monday, May 6
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Dorothy Group
Ladies of Murray Country
Murray Woman's Club Executive
w/Bonnie Orr and Logi* Moon Group
Club will play golf and bridge on Board
meeting/630 p.m,/olub house.
w/Thelma Warford/10 a.m.; Kathleen
Wednesday, May 8, at 9:30 a.m. Murray-Calloway Camera Club/7
Jones Group w/Louise Reper/2 p.m.;
Lunch will be served, but gol- p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Step Ecrobics/5.15 p.m.; Bea Walker
Group w/Pat Wood/7 p.m.
fers and bridge players are Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
'requestedInfo/753-0082.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
to make reservations
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
early Wednesday morning at the p.m./Murray
-Calloway County
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Pro Shop.
*..,
Hospital.
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
4::
For bridge reservations or
AA closed special interest study
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576
cancellations call Eva Morris al meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
753-6761.
f7t
Anxiety and Panic Group/6:30
.),.!,..
Those not listed in the follow
•
'...!
p.m./Muehleman Pschological Ser/'
s
golf lineup, but desiring to play vices. Info/753-0181 or 759-4117.
Ir.,.'
a
may come and be paired at the Grace Baptist Church Vacation Bible
i
)
tee. If a person is unable to play, School Clinic/5:30 p.m.
,
First aPresbyterian Church Bible
please call the hostess, Betty stud
Y P-m•
i
ifiamn•ial
Clonfial
rkiir•sh
Dr........r
n
.. Ara Sir hisie s dm C. 3 A •111C Pr.rma Ca. la‘
The lineup is as follows:
Group/7 p.m.; Golden Circle- Sunday
School Class/6;30 p.m.
Tee 1 — Betty Stewart, Cathryn
V. i
Garrott, Lisa Carver and Norma Frank; First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
Tee 3 - lnus Orr, Billie Cohoon, at 6:30 p.m.
•
Catherine Frazier,
1514511S
First Baptist Church Betty Sledd
Ann Brown and Veneta Ward;
Group
w/Patsy Jarnes/7 p.m.
Tee 1 - Peggy Shoemaker, Ftainey
bride-elect of Scott
All the Hopes and Dreams
Apperson, Billie Wilson and Rowena
Tuesday, May 7
SiVills,
has
Cullom;
selected
Almo-Dexter No, I Fire Protection
for the Future can be seen .
Tee 5 - Barbara Gray, Anna Mary
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
her
decorative
Adams, Margaret Shuffett and Peggy
through the eyes of a
accessofranc),
Veal:
Community Improvement
ries from our bridal
Mother's Love...
Tee 6 - Betty Lowry, Sally Crass, Volunteers/4:30 p m./Chamber of
-_-_...
Commerce
__ ......_,__•
Available in 14 Kt. Gold
. ._0
reoictry
vinanova ---ulane ''".,...7.
ano rrancos rocriey;
Tee II - Frances Hulse, Betty Jo Family Support Group at West View
and Sterling Silver
Nursing Home/4:30 p m.
Catherine & Scott
Purdom and Edith Garnson.
Kappa
Departm•nt
of Murray
Winners of golf play on Wedwill be married July 27,Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./Dumplin's.
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Dexter Center potluck on Tuesday
Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday, May 7, at 9:30 a.m. A
potluck meal will be served at noon. All interested senior citizens
.
.
are invitea.

Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesday

,.

..Dexter-Almo Fire Prote-ction District No. 4 will meet Tuesday,
May 7, at 7 p.m. at the No. 4 fire station at Almo. All residents of
the area are urged to attend.
.

Free blood pressure checks
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, May 7, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will have an educational meeting on Tuesday, May 7, at 3 p.m. in the private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For more information contact Nancy
Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical
Specialist at 762-1100.
.

West View Support Group to meet

-

Family Support Group at West View Nursing Home will meet
Tuesday, May 7, from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the front lobby. This is
for families of residents at West View.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, May 7, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate will
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Ladies Guild will meet Tuesday

-

Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet Tuesday,
May 7, at 1 p.m. at parish center. Vickie Crafton, co-owner of Forever Green, will present a program on "Spring Planting and Various
Garden Hints." All ladies are invited to attend and bring a guest.
Hostesses will be Ellen Haggard and Nancy Moyer. If transportation
is needed, call 753-3654.

Health Express lists stops

•
.

1
.

1

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all stops during the month of May. Also available is a
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for 54. Tuesday, May 7, the
express will be at Murray Post Office from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops on Thursday, May 9, will be at Ponderosa
Restaurant, Draffenville, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
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Lukas gives
horseracing
just what it
doesn't want
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Fans of the racing game want
magic, and he gives them science. They want folksy, and he
gives them corporate. They
want quality, and he forcefeeds them quantity.
But what anyone else in the
game wants hardly matters any
more. Because D. Wayne
Lukas owns it. Owns it like
maybe no trainer has owned
horse racing before.
A dark brown colt Lukas
trained by the name of Grindstone won the Kentucky Derby
after a nearly perfect trip
around the oval in • 2:01, No
big de31. Lukas had another
horse that looked just like him
finish 10th.
A chestnut colt he trained
by the name of Prince of
Thieves finished third. An
even smaller deal. Lukas had
another one that looked just
like him, too. He finished
sixth.
For the record, the final
Lukas entry — a bay named
Honour and Glory — finished
18th in the 19-horse field.
Most trainers can't keep
track of five horses, let alone
find the cash lying around to
steer them down the long and
winding road that ends in the
shadows of Churchill Downs'
twin spires. D. Wayne Lukas
believes he can't afford not to.
"The thing about it is, there
was a great variety of styles in
our horses and I felt we
weren't going to compromise
any of their chances," he said.
Racing is not supposed to be
about numbers, but they are
unavoidable any time Lukas'
name comes up. So here they
arc, packed together: This was
his third Kentucky Derby victory from 31 starters since
1981. His horses have now
won six consecutive Triple
Crown races, a feat so
impressive Lukas almost had
trouble quantifying it —
though not for long.
"If we win this," he said
earlier in the week, "they
ought to chisel it in stone.
Because in order to beat us,
somebody is going to have to
:win two Triple Crowns and the
• Kentucky Derby in the year
after that."
But within minutes of the
race, prayers were probably
being offered by several of his
,rivals that that somebody
would come along.
And soon.
Because for all his accomplishments, he has inspired
equal parts scorn and resentment. His rivals are put off
because he has grooms manicure the grounds around his
stable, because he insists the
bridles and the buckets and the
blankets be stacked just so.
They make fun of the creases
in his jeans, and the starch in
his manor. Every chance they
get.
And so, when he picked up
his newspaper Saturday morning, waiting out front was this
not-unexpected jab from Hall
of Fame trainer Charlie
Whittingham.
"What's Wayne up to now,
10 horses?" asked Whittingham, the dean of the
profession.
Some of the words sting,
especially considering how
much Lukas admires the greats
•See Page 7
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Jordan carries Bulls past Knicks
o struggles
in taking 1-0 edge
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Carrying
an entire team isn't the ideal prescription for a sore back. So
Michael Jordan blocked out the
pain.
He thought of how hard he had
worked during the offseason, how
desperately he wanted his fourth
NBA title, anything but the back

spasms that have bothered him
for a week.
"I don't want to be a philosopher about how to do things like
this. What I really tried to focus
on was the moment, the situation
at hand," Jordan said Sunday
after scoring 44 points as the
Chicago Bulls opened the Eastern
Conference semifinals with a
91-84 victory over the New York
Knicks.
"I focus on the game and I
forget about the negative aspect.
I'm sick but 1 don't want to play
sick. I didn't want to come out
looking hurt. If they see you

bleed, they're going to try to go
for more blood. I just tried to
give my team the support they
needed."
Good thing for the Bulls,
because his team certainly didn't
give him much help. Scottie Pippen, with 11 points on 4-for-15
shooting, was the only other Chicago player to score in double
figures.
"When you look at the slat
sheet and see the way I shot and
Toni (Kukoc) shot, it's good to
have Michael on the court," Pippen said. "We kind of rode his
back."

The Bulls, who eliminated the
Knicks from the playoffs in 1989,
19911992 and 1993 but lost to
New York during Jordan's retirement in 1994, have followed their
NBA-record 72-victory regular
season with a 4-0 start in the
playoffs.
They'll go into Game 2 of the
best-of-7 series Tuesday night
feeling that the Knicks may have
blown their best chance.
"Let's hope so," said Jordan,
who in 41 minutes was 17-of-35
from the floor and 9-of-9 from

•
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• See Page 7

OVC TOURNAMENT

'Breds knock off
No.2 MTSU 13-9;
fall to Tech,EKU
MSU eliminated
in 5-1 loss to Cols
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Thieke, whose 'Breds were
swept-at_home_hy biTSU in the
regular season. "We went down
to play loose and relaxed and
we did that against Middle.
"A coach can only ask a team
to leave its emotions and efforts
on the field and we did that in
every game."
Coming in as a No. 7 seed,
the 'Breds beat No. 2-seed
Middle Tennessee 13-9 in 12
innings on their home field on
Saturday.
Murray State broke out to
leads of 3-1 and 6-3 only to see
MTSU battle back to tie. In the
top of the 11th, Murray State's
Darryl Marshall singled home
two of the 'Breds three runs as
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Lady Lakers second at Caldwell
Lencki stars
for boys team
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PRINCETON — Calloway
County's girls placed second in
the nine-team Caldwell County
Invitational track meet Saturday
while the Laker boys finished
sixth.
Caldwell won the girls competition with 121 points, followed
by Calloway with 102 and St.
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MURFREESBORO, Tenn. —
One day after pulling off the
biggest upset of the OVC Tournament, the Murray State Thoroughbreds were eliminated by a
pair of Sunday losses.
In Sunday's first game, Tennessee Tech scored two runs in
the top of the ninth to break a
6-6 tit andbeat the 'Breds 8-6.
In the second game, Eastern
Kentucky jumped out to a 4-0
lead and limited MSU to just
five hits in eliminating the
'Breds 5-1.
• See Page 7
Murray State, which finished
the season 20-31, was the sur'Breda pitcher Keith Gallagher
prise team of the tournament.
(33) got the start against Middle
"We went down and beat the
Tennessee, but freshman relievsecond-seeded team in the tourer Greg Harvey took the win.
nament and helped eliminate
them," said 'Breds. coach Mike

Mary with 92.
• On the boys side, Russell
Lencki was voted the Male MVP
of the event with two first place
finishes, a second and a third.
Lencki won the long jump with a
distance of 19-9 and took the
triple jump at 41-5. He placed
second in the 110-meter hurdles
and third in the 300-meter hurdles. Lencki, the only male athlete to compete for Calloway
Saturday, rolled up 34 points.
The Lady Lakers were led by
Brooke Lencki, who set two meet
records with first place finishes
in the 300-meter hurdles (50.35,
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breaking her own record set last
year), and in the 100-meter hurdles (16.84, breaking the record
set last year by former Lady Laker Courtney McCoy). Lencki also
placed second in the long jump.
Jessica Norsworthy had the
only other first place finish, winning the shot put with a throw of
32 feet, 8-1/2 inches. Shawna
Rushing placed second in the
100-meter hurdles while Chrissy
Stubblefield was fourth in the
400-meter dash and Stephanie
Hester was fourth in the discus.

• See Page 7

RUSSELL LENCIU-

Walker leaving UK
to enter NBA draft
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sophomore forward Antoine
Walker announced today that he
will not return for a junior season
with the national champion Kentucky Wildcats.
Walker told a news conference
this morning that he needed to do
something for his family and
especially for his mother who had
worked hard to raise her family.
The 6-foot-8 Walker averaged
15.2 points, 8.4 rebounds and 2.9
assists last season. He made 46.3
percent of his field -goal attempts
and only nine of 48 three-point
attempts.
Antoine Walker averaged 15.2
points and 8.4 rebounds per
game last year for the national
champion Kentucky Wildcats.

He was the MVP of the Southeastern Conference Tournament
as a freshman and a consensus
All-SEC selection this year.
Coach Rick Pitino said he presented options to Walker, but that
the decision was Walker's to
forego the rest of his college
eligibility.
Pitino warned that something
would have to be done to keep
promising undergraduates from
jumping to the pro ranks before
they are emotionally ready to .
handle such a change.
He said that if they don't want
to go to college, they could play
in the Continental Basketball
Association to get ready for the
NBA. Another potential remedy,
Pitino said, would be to make
freshmen ineligible for varsity
action

Lakers drop
doubleheader
at Caldwell
on Saturday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PRINCETON — Calloway
County dropped a pair of high
school baseball games Saturday
at Caldwell County High
School, falling to Todd County
Central 9-5 and dropping a 10-0
decision to host Caldwell.
"I'm not going to take anything away from the other
teams; they played well and we
didn't," Calloway coach Eddie
Morris said as his team fell to
12-6 on the year.
In the opener, Todd jumped
to an 8-2 lead after two innings
and never looked back. Todd
Monahan was the losing pitcher
for Calloway.
"Todd had a good day pitching and a good day at the plate,
but we had a bad second inning
when we dug ourselves a hole
and we couldn't get out of it,"
Morris said. "You're not going
to win many games when you
do that."
In the second game, Calloway managed only two hits as
Brent Anderson suffered his
first loss of the season. Caldwell scored four runs in the first
inning, two in the fifth and four
more in the sixth for the victory
while totaling eight hits.
"We didn't play well defensively, but Justin Morton did a

le See Page 7
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

they took a 9-6 lead. Again,
Middle answered with three runs
to send the game to the 12th
inning.
Catcher Jeremy Quire singled
with the bases loaded to score
two and Marshall and Brad Burns
added RBI singles in the top of
the 12th to put MSU up 13-9.
"I don't know if I've ever
admired a player more than
Jeremy Quire," Thieke said of the
junior catcher, who had six hits
and five RBIs on the weekend.
"He caught all but 14 of our
innings this year and he started to
wear down, He cramped up during the Middle game and could
barely walk, but he wouldn't
come out."

Freshman reliever Greg Harvey
then set the Blue Raiders down in
order in the bottom of the 12th to
preserve the win.
"The key to the Middle game
was that even though they could
tie us, we never let them get the
lead," explained Thieke. "It was a
game our guys refused to lose."
On Sunday, Murray State
broke out to 5-2 lead through
four innings, only to see Tennessee Tech score four runs over the
next three innings to take a 6-5
lead.
Murray State tied the game in
the seventh on a sacrifice fly by
Marshall. With the game tied 6-6
in the top of the ninth, Tech
scored two to go up 8-6. In the
bottom of the ninth, MSU put the

leadoff man on, but couldn't
cross the plate.
Thieke called the Tech game
the key to the tournament for his
young squad.
"For us to have a shot at winning the tournament, we had to
win that game," the coach said.
"Our pitching is not deep enough
to come out of the loser's
bracket."
Against Eastern Kentucky in
the elimination game, the Colonels scored two runs each in the
second and third innings to take a
4-0 lead. EKU built _the lead to
5-0 through seven before MSU
scored once in the bottom of the
eighth to pull within 5-1. EKU
reliver Joe Witten allowed just
one hit in the 'Breds' ninth to

the line. "With the offensive
capability of players on this team
and what they did today, this
would have been a good day to
jump on us."
Jordan, as usual, was there
when his team needed him most.
The Bulls missed eight straight
shots, allowing the Knicks to pull
to 83-82 with four minutes left,
before Jordan made a 15-foot
jumper, an end-to-end drive over
7-foot Patrick Ewing and a fadeaway from the lane as the Bulls
finished the game with an 8-2
run.
New York did not make a field
goal in the final 5:15 and had two
of its 17 turnovers in the final
minute of the game.
Ewing, who had 21 points, and
16 rebounds but was only 9-of-23
from the floor, missed two free
throws_with 2:15 left. And John
Starks shot an airball from
3-point range in the final minute
that ended any chance of a New
York comeback.
Starks, who shot 64 percent
from 3-point range and led the
Knicks with a 20-point average in
their first-round sweep of Cleveland, was 0-for-9 overall and
0-for-5 on 3-pointers.
"I had no rhythm," Starks
said. "Tuesday is another
game."
Knicks coach Jeff Van Gundy,
in his first postseason after taking
over for the fired Don Nelson at
midseason, blamed himself for
the loss.
"We competed hard and put
ourselves in position to win in
the fourth quarter," he said. "I
did not do a good enough job
with the. offense. That was my
fault, not theirs. We should have
more movement."
But Ewing said Van Gundy
was being too hard on himself.
"We had the game where we
wanted it and we couldn't hit our
shots at the critical stretch,"
Ewing said. "The bottom line is
Michael is going to get his. Our

game plan is to let him do what
he has to do and try to limit the
other players. If we do that, we
have a chance."
They did, but still couldn't
win.
Jordan opened the game with a
long 3-pointer and then followed
with a 20-footer — sending the
message that, sore back or not, he
was ready to play. He made six
of his first eight shots.
"He started off with such fire,
such energy, going at them
single-handedly, almost working
himself to a lather,". Bulls coach
Phil Jackson said. "rivas pleased
he came out with that energy but
it took something out of him. I
had to nurse him through the second quarter."
He rested Jordan for brief
stretches of.the first, second and
fourth quarters.

Jane Rogers Ins.
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FROM PAGE 6
good job catching and John Eric
Yezerski got on base several
times, so they were two bright
spots for us," Morris said.
"With tournament time coming
up it's good to have players
who haven't played a great deal
, step in and play well."
Calloway is scheduled to visit Heath today, but the game
may be canceled because of
rain. The Lakers play at Lone
Oak Wednesday and may host
Reidland Thursday in a makeup
game should today's game be
called off. Calloway ends the
regular season Friday at Graves
County.

Open Mon Fn

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
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13 16
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W
L "Pct.
Texas
20 11
645
Caltornsa
18 12
800
Seattle
17 14
546
Oakland
14 16
467
Sunday** Gaines
Toronto 11. Boseon 4
TOzall 3, Poirot! 2
New York 7. Choir 1
Miesukare 13 Baltimore 1
Kansas City 2. Oland 0
• Cadornm 5. kennesota
Cleveland 2 Solaro 0

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L
W
Montreal
20
11
Atlanta
18 13
Pteladebhui
16
13
GB
New York
13
16
Florida
11
21
2
Central Division
4
L
W
8
Chicago
16 15
9
Pittsburgh
15 15
Houston
15 16
Q5
Si Lours
14 17
—
4'4Crnonnae
12 17
Wee Division
s
L.
W
7
San Diego
19 12
10
15
Colorado
14
Gs
Los Angels*
15
17
_
San Franasa)
14
16
Sunday's
Games
14
Atlanta 11, Phiedelphs 8
3
Pittsburgh 4. Loa Angeles 2
54
Chcago 5, New YO(14 4
Moritteal 5, Houston 0
Colorado 6 Florida 4
San Dio 10. Si Louis 4
Crnanmd 12, San Fracas:* 6

NBA PLAYOFFS
BASEBALL

All Tines CDT
Sundsy, May 5
Fleet Round
Atlanta 89 Indiana 87. Atlanta sins sewers 3-2
Utah 102 Portland 64 Utah sins sense 3-2
Second Round
Chicago 91. New Yon, 84. Chomp leads sands
1-0
Mondry, May 6
Houston at Seattle. 6 p m (TNT)
Tueeday, May 7
Utah at San Antonio, 6 p m (TNT)
New Yoh at Chicago, 830 pm (TNT)
Wednesday, May I
Atlanta II Orlando. 7 pm (TNT)
Thursday, slay •
Utah at San Amore°. 7 p m. (TNT)

• Calloway at Heath
Heath — 4 30
III Murray vs St Mary
Ty Holland Field — 4 30
SOFTBALL
II Calloway at Fulton City
Fulton — 4 30

To the 80 million of you
who volunteered time and
money last year, thanks
for all you've given
Imagine what more could
do Call 1-800-55 GIVES
It's what in the world
you can do

TENNIS

• Calloway at Mayfield
Mayfield — 4
III Murray at Tilghman
Paducah — 4
TRACK
• Calloway at Graves County
Mayfield — 4

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Pct. GB
645 —
591
2
552 3
441 6
344 9'4

WE MOVED!!
Ron's Muffler Shop

Pct. GB
516 —
500
'A
484
1
452 2
414
3

has moved to

639 S. 4TH. St.,

g]Tgg

Pa. GB
613 —
517 3
469 44
467 I'ts

next to Black's Decorating.

We appreciate your business and hope to see you
In our new location.

Maturing?
How About An Annuity?

NHL PLAYOFFS
All Tries CDT
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Sunday, May S
NY Rangers 6, Pittsburgh 3, series tied 1 1
Deuce S. Si Louis 3. 0•11011 leads alt144 2-0
Monday, May 6
Colorado at Chicago. 7.30 pm
Tuesday, *ay 7
Pittsburgh at NY Rangers. 630 p nr
Phladeopha at Florida. 630 pm
Wednesday, May •
Denial at Si Louis, 7 p m
Colorado at Chicago, 730 pm
Thuraday, May 9
Plbsturgh at NY Rangers. 610 pm
Phladelpha at Fionda. 630 pm

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single Premium
Defened Annuity plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate* for
amounts over $5,000 is:

A

R. Jackson
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753.8113
Jame!

4

k

5.75%

Woodmen
of the World

Ask your Woodmen representative about our Flexible
and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.

YES YOU CAN ...

•

OWN A HOME

gni
1.— A..
no :
:
:
••••• 4--cawkw,

1,1
'
1111m0.,
One

•

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

/ •
-

•

753-9586
I r:

LP'

Owner - Donnie Winchester

Van

$2,100
1990 Chev. Lumina
White,
Interior
$3,000
1986 Buick LeSabre
$2 400
1987 Chev. Celebrity
$1,800
1988 GMC Truck
/VC
$4,100
1989 Olds Cutlass
$4,500
1985 Ford Ranger
Auto. A/C
$2,100
1989 Grand Am
White,
WOO
Clean

Blue

1987 Ford Escort
5 Speed

$1,200

;
•

1986 Dodge Lancer
Automatic

1

93.000 miles

'Red. V-8, Auto,

V-6, Sharp

Like New

1988 Chev. Corsica

$1,200
$1,850

s

IT
1;
9

N
4k-s

$1 1000

1987 Nissan Truck

$4,500
1986 Chev. Celebrity $1,700
$699
1974 Ford Truck
King Cab, 4x4,

••

IMO

, •

1985 Ford Escort
Automatic

'Ilia

•
'YARD.01•JIA

Let Us Show You Flow

Red

Undetectable Hearing Aids

Local Lenders are offering you a slice of the
American Dream -- homeownership.
Come to a series of two classes, May 9 and 16, from 6:00 to
9:00 p.m. at Peoples First of Calloway County, 515 North 12th Street in
Murray, Kentucky.

Ultra-CIC

learn About
Home Buying Process
Loan Prequalification
Budget and Credit
Home Maintenance

Completely-In-The-Canal
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CC from
Qualitone is an entirely new type of
hearing aid. The advantages are obvious:
•
•
•
•
•

a.!t.0'77
z,"tt

•

Murray's Only 53,000 and Under Lot

irtnall

Ilk rat •fi pmetrukt
fro A. fits
ska run very tookliy
la
for oft or,

Lille Insurance Society
now.
...,„..,Premium

•

Loaded, V-6

7-5, Sat 7

rtitEs

• Murray vs. St. Mary
Murray City Park — 4:30

1987 Dodge

yer
ve
ie
to

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING t
Noon
(Cooper
WAREHOUSE TIRE

753-9627

TODAY

FROM PAGE 6

s.•

Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

next to Century 21)

SCHEDULE

II Track...

ly
;h
ty
;h
ty
-0

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

Sponsored By.

300 South 4th

Missy Stubblefield (long jump)
and Christy McCuiston
(200-meter dash) placed sixth for
Calloway.
In relay events, Calloway was
second in both the varsity and
freshman 400-meter relays, third
in both the freshman and varsity
1,600-meter relays and fourth in
the 800-meter and 3,200-meter
varsity relays.
Calloway faces a busy upcoming week, competing at Graves
County today, in the Fill the
Lanes meet at Roy Stewart Stadium Thursday, at the Marshall
County, relays Friday and at the
Daviess County Invitational
Saturday.

But when Thunder Gulch
crossed the finish line first,
Lukas did not skip a beat. He
of the business — the legenwalked to the winner's circle,
dary Ben Jones, Woody Ste- graciously thanked the owner
phens and Whittingham, in
who won that day. The strange
particular — but they do not thing? His stock soared among
slow him down. The approval all his other owners who
of his peers matters. But in didn't.
Lukas' mind, it pales alongHow do we know? This
side winning.
year, he convinced three more
Last year, when Thunder owners to make the trip —
Gulch ran his string of consewith their wallets.
cutive Triple Crown victories
And so, on Saturday, Lukas
to three, Lukas worked the
lauded owner W.T. Young.
backstretch all week wearing a
"This is absolutely the hapbaseball cap with Timber
piest I've ever been.
Country inscribed on the bill.
"I'm asked the all the time,
And almost every conversation---2-What's been your greatest
he engaged in began and. thrill in racing?' But to stand
ended with the name of the filhere next to this man," he
ly, Screna's Song, on his lips. said, "this has to be it."
FROM PAGE 6

preserve the win for the Colonels.
"We probably would've been
better off if Tech had beaten us
10-1, because we spent so much
emotion in that game," Thieke
noted. "Emotionally, we were
spent from the Tech game and it
took a few innings in the Eastern
game for us to gather our
composure."
Though the 'Breds didn't
advance to next weekend's final
round at Austin Peay, Thieke said
his team gained valuable experience in Murfreesboro.
"We had some people step up
and our freshmen grew up," said
the third-year coach. "They stood
up and said, 'Murray State is
going to be a team to be reckoned
with in the future.—

SCOREBOARD 1

II Bulls...
FROM PAGE 6

7
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III Lukas...

•'Breds...
FROM PAGE 6

„ „...-Wortairossiw.

non nnint-nOwn-so

Excellent High Quality Sound
Automatic Volume Adjustment
• 30 DAY TRIAL
Works Well With Telephone
• FREE HEARING TEST
Less Wind Noise
Nearly Invisibk
SAVE $100 WITH THIS COUPON

Don't pass up this free opportunity to become a successful homeowner.
To register, call Sally Hopkins with Peoples First at (502)762-521:3, Liz
Anderson with Peoples Bank at(502)767-2291 or Dwayne Fullcerson with
Dees Bank of Hazel at(502)492-8'136.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5728
Hurry...this offer expires 5-31-96

STONE-LANG CO.
NEARING AID CENTER

Peopies First

Peordes
Bank
Of
Murray,KenbickY

CfGabor Cara)

Das god of Nord
Zga3

am.ON

O

206 S. 4th • Murray
lets

nni*VOn'n

KENTUCKY

FD

Holistic
Conrouriow

•

•
•

•"S
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1,0
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NO FLOWERSNO CANDYTHIS YEAR MOM GETS
WHAT SHE REAM WANTS...
EVEN IF SHE HAS TO TREAT
HERSELF
(AFTER

ALL

YOU

ARE WORTH IT)

'96 DODGE AVENGER CPE
20 Liter, 5 Speed, Air Gond , AM/FM
Cassette. Cruise, Tilt, Floor Mats, Etc
Prism Blue Met

'96 EAGLE TALON CPE
20 Liter. 5 Speed Air Coed AM/FM
Cassette, Full Logic & 6 Speakers,
Folding Rear Seat. Console • Lots
More
Indy Red

16 DODGE AVENGER CPE
20 Liter, 5 Speed, Air Coed , AM/FM
Cassette, Tilt, Cruise, Power Windows, Locks, Power Mirrors, Keyless
Entry W/Panic Alarm, Plus A Power
Sunroof
Polo Green

'96 DODGE AVENGER CPE
20 Liter, Automatic, Console, Air
Gond AM/FM..Cassette, Power Windows/Locks, Tilt, Cruise, 16" Alloy
Wheel Group, Keyless Entry W/Panic
Alarm, Lots More
Silver Mist Met

'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING
LX CPE

13,992
14,284
98,479
1G,'993
$17 196

2 5 Liter V6 Automatic, Air Gond ,
Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, 16'
Tires, Power Driver Seat(6 Way) Tilt,
Cruise, Secunty Alarm W/Remote
Entry Plus Universal Homelink Transmitter, Etc
Polo Green

'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING
LX CPE
Loaded Automatic Air Coed , Power
Windows/Locks/Mirrors,
Security
Alarm WIRemote Entry, AM/FM,Cassette W-8 Infinity Speakers Universal
Homelink Transmitter Power Dnvers
Seat (6 Way) and Power Sunroof -•
More
Wildberry/ Med Gray

'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING
LXI CPE
The Ultimate Coupe, 2 5 Liter V6,
Automatic, AM/FM/Cass W'Equalizer And 8 Infinity Speakers, Security
Alarm W/Remote Entry, Universal
Homelink Transmitter, Full Power,
Ind Sunroof. Alloy 16' Wheels And
Leather Interior
Bright White/Silver Mist

'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING JX
CONVERTIBLE
All New And Absolutely Gorgeous
Automatic Power Windows/Locks;
Mirrors Dnver Seat (6 Way). Remote
Keyless Entry W/Panic Alarm, ANVFM
Cassette W/C0 Changer Controls
And Way More Enjoy Summer With
Real Room For 4 Adults And Their
Luggage
Bright White

Curious cattle present problem to farmers
_ _Animals can be a very curious
bunch,and sometimes this trait can
spell trouble for their owners. Each
year, usually during the late winter
or early spring seasons, Murray
State University's Brethitt Veterinary Center (BVC) in Hopkinsville
processes diagnostic cases involving sudden death in cattle introduced to new pastures. These cases
usually follow a similar pattern
where the owner has leased, rented
or purchased a farm. The trouble
comes when pasture land on these
farms have areas that are accessible
to houses,barns and sheds of former
farmsteads which may contain various intoxicants.
Some typical scenarios of cases
investigated at the BVC include:
•15 cows died after being moved
to a pasture with no fence separating
the pasture from an abandoned farm
house with Japanese yew plants
adjacent to the house. There is
currently no antidote for yew poisoning.
•After consuming dirt that contained 2.5 percent nitrate on the
floor of a shed near an abandoned
farm house, 18 calves died and three
others had to be treated intravenously with methylene blue antidote.

The nitrate was from residue of
ammoniiiifl nitrateTerfilizer Whicl
had been stored in the shed six years
earlier.
.BVC officials confirmed a diagnosis of lead poisoning after a
veterinarian called to a farm found
three calves dead and six others
staggering and partially blind, with
symptoms of diarrhea. EDTA antidote was supplied, however only
three of the six treated calves survived. A search of the premises
revealed broken hinges on a door to
an abandoned shed. Inside was a
paper bag containing lead arsenate.
Although the current farm owner
had used the pasture surrounding
the shed for over 10 years and no
fruit trees were currently in the
pasture, it was learned that 20 years
earlier, a previous owner had used
lead arsenate in a spray for fruit
trees.

years. The calves died after licking
from a bag of furadan, an extremely
potent insecticide. A new farm
owner permitted cattle to graze in a
pasture where a gully was partially
filled with refuse, including four
large storage batteries. Of the 30
cows and calves that had access to
the area,four died of lead poisoning
and four others survived following
treatment.
Because of the frequency and
severity of these findings, staff at
the Breathitt Veterinary Center urge
farmers to practice extreme caution
when placing cattle in new surroundings and to always suspect
intoxication as an explanation of
sudden death loss involving several
animals.
Cows and calves seem to be
attracted to the bitter taste of such
things as lead batteries, crankcase

'Other cases included lead poisoning after calves gained entry to
an open front machinery storage
shed and ingested used crankcase
oil. Four baby calves being housed
in a complex barn found their way
through an open gate into a storage
room that hadn't been used for six

Calloway County youth
learn judging techniques

Pet Food
'

.

.,,,•"::::•:•:,•••••
."'"•:•:•,••
"
••• •

Hunters Special Dog Food

S795
6.95
48C
33C

Field Trial Dog Food
Cat Cafe Cat Food

20 lb
pur
per can

te Clip ad and receive 2 free cans of dog food
or 3 cans of cat food

17,599

Farmers
Farmacy

'18,189

Eight Calloway County youth
attended Kentucky 4-H Dairy Cow
Camp at Lincoln and Mercer Counties on April 26-27th. The youth
learned many skills to make them
more competitive dairy judges.
The youth were given a demonstration of the characteristics that a
judge looks at when placing a ring
on dairy cantle. The youth then
were given a ring to place. The
youth placed 11 classes throughout
the weekend camp. After each class
the official judge shared his reasons
that he placed the cattle the way that
he did with the youth.
The youth that attended were
Brian McCuiston and Danny
McCuiston from East Elementary,
Jason and Bradley Hale from North
Elementary, Johnna Arnett and
Bobbi Dolchan from Calloway

ALBANY, Ga. (AP) — Georgia pecan growers are supposed
to be assessing. themselves to pay
for making the public aware of

Now Knoth's
as A Deal For You
(1) Tuesday & Wednesday lunch $1.00 off buffet.
(2) Tuesday SENIOR CITIZEN DAY 20% off.

'19,881

(3) Wednesday kids eat FREE.
(4) Sunday show us your church bulletin and get 10% off.
1 promotion per customer. per tyt_s tl

Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11-8, Sunday 11-3

641 North Murray • 759-1712

21,397

Prices Good TM- —
May 11th Only

_

Pahrkkatia4
753-6448

the taste and health benefits of
pecans.
But a lot of them are not paying, and the head of the state
commission that oversees the
program is calling on the payers
to turn in the dodgers. "This is
your program. You're the one
paying the bill," grower Buddy
Leger reminded colleagues last
week.
The pecan assessments are
mandatory for all growers with at
least 30 acres of trees. That
acreage accounts for about 80
percent of Georgia's pecan production. About $215,000 has
been raised for the research and
promotion effort since the assessment took effect last October.
The commission had forecast
about $300,000 in fees would
come from the 1995 crop. The
assessment, one-half cent per
pound, was approved by growers
in a referendum last year by a
189-50 vote.

IMM

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

and pains.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This enbre examinabon is FREE.
It you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:•n-iE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT wi4oCH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONOING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •
'
,
PALL

CUR YSLER•PL YAIOUTH•DOCIGE•JEEP•EAGLE

County Middle and Tim Stark and
Cory Cummins from Calloway
County High School.
Two Calloway County youth received Top 10 Recognition at the
judging camp for the manner in
which they placed the dairy cattle.
Tim Stark, son of Jerry and Melisa
Stark, received third place in the
senior division. He received a
poster of Dairy Cattle from Purina
and a third place trophy. Brian
McCuiston, son of Phil and Rita
McCuiston,received fourth place in
the junior division. He received a
dairy cattle poster from Purina.
The Calloway County 4-H Program is a part of the University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service. The Calloway County 4-H
Council receives funding from Murray-Calloway County United Way.

NMI

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

• PILs Ta LK T,Ile DOC Foe
Dods Rows Remo CPI APO

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

=1110 MIN NI=

NEI NMI 1=111 MEI

1.
2,
3.
4.

oil, -fertilizer, granular or powder
insecticides, arsenic and various
plants. Since mere curiosity can
lead them to find "hidden" poisons,
it is the owner's responsibility to
find and remove poisons before
costly disaster strikes. In cases
where poisoning is suspected, the
farmer should call their local veterinarian immediately to report clinical signs and agree to multiple
treatments with antidotes.
The BVC provides antidotes for a
variety of poisonings, including
those for lead, nitrate, insecticides
and arsenic. Most poisonings require multiple antidote dosing for a
full recovery. In cases where the
local veterinarian lacks enough
antidote to treat a large number of
animals, a carrier can be sent to
BVC to obtain enough antidote to
continue antidote therapy.

Growers begin public awareness campaign

Dixieland Center • 759-2248

ALSO ASK ABOUT OUR POO COLLEGE GRAD REBATE.

•t•,
.
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Purrfection Catfood

2 5 Liter V6: Automatic, Air Coed.
Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors 16'
Tires, Power Driver Seat(6 Way), Tilt,
Cruise, Etc
Autumnwood Met

'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING
LX CPE

Farm

$30
VALUE

for your

FREE

appointment

NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(et University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
am
MINE MIN MOM Eft IIMMI

•as.

759-1116

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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Mr. Bennie Simmons

Funeral rites for Bobby Gene Darnell were Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Wingo. The Rev. Gayle Barnes officiated. Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Darnell, 62, Shelby Drive, Wingo, died Wednesday. May 1.
1996, at 10:04 p.m. at Columbia-Pinelake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Faye Darnell; one daughter, Angela Darnell, Calloway County; two sisters, Mrs. Marlyn Sue
Lawson, Calvert City, and Mrs. Malinda Mays, Wingo.

Mrs. Frances Sarah Paschal.'
Services for Mrs.Prances Sarah Paschall were Saturday at 3 P.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Harry Yates
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bill Cornett, Michael Cornett, Chuck Rodgers,
Randy Scarborough, Wayne Adams and Shane Rodgers. Burial was in
Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Paschall, 70, Rt. 1, Murray, Coldwater community, died Wednesday, May 1, 1996, at 4:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.

Mrs. Mary G. Barnes
Mrs. Mary G. Barnes, 83, Rt. 5, Murray, died Thursday, May 2,
1996, at 9 p.m. at her home.
She was a retired registered nurse with Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
- Her huband, William D. Barnes Jr. died Dec. 20, 1983. Also preceding her in death were one daughter, Virginia Barnes; three sisters,
Elizabeth A. Fergason, Katherine Mitchell and Clara Cox; three
brothers, Haskell Fergason Jr., David Fergason and Henry A. Fergason. Born Oct. 7, 1912, at Franklin, Ind., she was the daughter of the
late Haskell Fergason and Jane Kemp Fergason.
Survivors include one stepson, William T. Barnes, Lawndale, Calif.,
and several nephews includidng Jerry Fergason, Murray.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at II a.m. at Greenlawn Cemetery, Franklin, Ind. The Rev. John Cheesman will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home had charge of local
arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.

Mr. Fred Douglas Gallimore
The funeral for Fred Douglas Gallimore was Sunday at 5:30 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Dale Gallimore and
Joe Andrews officiated.
Pallbearers were Butch and Kerry Paschall, Matt and Josh Witford,
Paul Hayes and Roger Rhodes, grandchildren. Burial was in Foundry
Hill RLDS Cemetery.
Mr. Gallimore, 88, Puryear, Tenn., died Friday, May 3, 1996, at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carlene Paschall and husband, Charles E., Puryear, and Mrs. Velma Miller and husband, Edd,
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Carlie Hutson, Paris, Tenn.; two brothers, J.C.
Gallimore, Hazel, and Euell Gallimore, Memphis, Tenn.; four grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.

Mrs. Marie McPherson
Funeral rites for Mrs. Marie
McPherson will be today at 1
p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev.
Willis Cheaney will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by
Mason Memorial Chapel of
Mayfield.
Mrs. McPherson, 74, Murray,

• Medical miracles
start with research

died Wednesday, May I, 1996, at
9:11 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

9
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Used Ford
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Mr. Bobby Gene Darnell
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TRUCKS

Deaths
•
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Mr. Bennie Simmons, 70, of Murray, died Monday, May 6. 1996 at
12:36 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. A Navy veteran, Simmons was a retired foreman from Tappan Manufacturing.
Born May 10, 1925, at Dawson Springs, KY, he was the son of Guy
Herman and Virgie Johnson Simmons. He was preceded in death by
his sister, Chelcie Downs and granddaughter, Kellie Ann Williams.
Survivors include his wife, Jean Anderson Simmons; daughter,
Debbie Williams, of Murray; son, Steve Simmons, of Murray; sister
Charity Glover and husband, Cleatus, of Coshocton, Ohio; and
brother, J.D. Simmons and wife, Edna, of Nashville; and three
grandchildren.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman &-YOrk Funeral
Home.
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1996 F-150 Supercab Eddie Bauer 4x2
White & tan/tan interior, 40/2040 seats, V 8, auto., power windows, locks, mirrors,
aluminum wheels, 5K miles

1994 F-150 "MT 4x2 Long Wheelbase
Blue & grey/blue interior, 40/20•40 seats, auto., V-8, power windows,loci* mirrors,
bedliner, aluminum wheels, 33K miles.

1995 F-150 Supercab 4x4 XLT

Mrs. Lavinia Jones Timothy
Mrs. Lavinia Jones Timothy, 71, of 14 Lake Julia Dr. S, Ponte Verdes, Fla., died Monday, April 30, 1996, at 10:26 p.m. at Hospice Center Hospital, New Albany, N.J.
Her husband, Tim Timothy, preceded her in death. Born Oct.2,
1925,.at Murray, she was the daughter of Thelma Jones Schwarm and
the late Walter R. Jones Sr. She was a member of Palm Presbyterian
Church, Jacksonville, Fla.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sondee Goule and husband,
Jean Claude, Philadelphia, Pa., and Mrs. Melinda Porter and husband,
Steve, Albany, N.Y.; her mother, Mrs. Thelma Jones Schwarm, one
sister, Mrs. Sally Crass and husband, A.B., and one brother, Walter R.
Jones Jr. and wife, Mar) Ellen, Murray; four grandchildren, Whitney
and Steve Porter, New Albany, N.Y., and Rennee' and Lisi' of
Philadelphia.
Memorial services will be Wednesday, May 15, at 2 p.m. at Palms
Presbyterian Church, Jacksonville, Fla. Tebbutts Funeral Home,
Albany, N.Y., is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in her memory to the
American Cancer Research Fund.

Green & white/gray captain chairs, 351, auto., power windows, locks, mirrors,
aluminum wheels, trailer towing, bedliner, I6K

1995 F-150 XLT 4x2 Long Wheelbase
Grey & red/gray interior, 40,213/40 seats, 6 cyl., power windows, lucks, aluminum
wheels, 7K miles.

1989 F-150 XLT Lariat 4x2
Two-tone gray/gray interior, VII, auto, power windows, locks, tilt, cruise, long wheel
base.

1991 F-150 XLT Lariat 4x2 Long Wheelbase
Brown and white/brown interior, auto, tilt, cruise, air, power windows, locks, 46K
miles.

1995 F-150 XLT Supercab 4x2
Red & gray/red interior, VII, 4012040 scats, auto., power windows, locks, mirrors,
aluminum wheels, 38K miles.

1994 F-150 XLT 4x4 Short Wheelbase
V-8, auto., blue/gray interior, power windows, locks, 31K mile..

1990 F-150 XLT Lariat
Two-tone brown/tan interior, auto., tilt, mime, power windows, locks,camper top, V8,
long wheelbase, 43K milers

1994 F-150 XLT 4x2 Short Wheelbase
White & gray/gray interior. VII, auto., tilt, cruise, power windows, locks, mirrors,
chrome wheels, 27K miles.

1993 F-150 XL 4x4 Long Wheelbase

Mrs. Marie Garland

Tan/tan interior, vinyl seats, Vs, auto , air, running hoards, camper top, 36K miles.

1995 F-150 XLT 4x2 Long Wheelbase

.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Marie Garland were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Chaplain Mike Rumble

Red/red interior, 40/20/40 seats,6 cyl power windows,locks, mirrors, tilt,cruise,20K
miles.

officiated.
Pallbearers were-lYwain Ross Jr., Pitricklkoss, Billy

1994• F-150 Supercab 4x2 XLT

Garland, Jason Pigg and Rusty Pigg, active; R.J. McDougal, Cordie
McDougal, Jimmy Todd and Johnny Ingram, honorary. Burial was in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Garland, 72, Rt. 6, Murray..clied Wednesday, May 1. 1996. at
6:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

;, V:8, auto., power window., locks,
Green & White/gray interior, capfains chair
mirrors, 28K milee.

1995 F-150 Supercab. 4x4 XLT
Red & gray/gray interior,captain chains, V-8, auto., power window.,locks, tilt, cruise,
running boards, tool box, 3AK

1992 F-150 XLT 4x2 Short Wheelbase
Black/gray interior, auto., pews; windows, locloi, chrome wheels, 2IK miles.

Mrs. Sue Carraway Wicker
Funeral services for Mrs. Sue Carraway Wicker were Saturday at 11
a.m. at the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and
Garry Evans officiated. Congregation singing was led by John Dale.
Active pallbearers were Ray Sims, Randy Young, Gene Roberts,
Artie D'Elia, Dennis Lee Jones, Sr. and Dennis Lee Jones, Jr.
Retired employees of the Bank of Murray served as an honorary
group.
Music sheets were handed out by ushers, Adam Hack, Summer
Hack, Michael D'Elia and Keela Evans.
Mrs. Wicker, of Murray, died Thursday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

1993 F-150 XLT 4x2 Short Wheelbase
Red/red interior, V-8, power windows, locks, mirrors, 43K miles.

1991 F-150 XLT Lariat 43E2
Red & white/red interior,long wheel base, V-8,auto., power wi ndows,locks,tilt, cruise,
running boards, camper tops, 100K mike.

1995 F-150 Supercab 4x4 Eddie Bauer
Blue & tan/tan interior, V-8, auto., power windows, locks, mirrors,' 40/20/40 seats,
running boarde, bedliner, 27K miles.

1995 F-150 Eddie Bauer 4x2 Long Wheelbase
Green & tan/tan interior, 40/2040 seats, V 8, auto., power windows, locks, mirrors,
running boards, 12K miles.

1990 F-150 XLT 4x2 Long Wheelbase
Blue & silveerblee interior, auto, tilt, cruise, power windown, locks, bedliner, 67K
miles.

1994 F-150 XL Long Wheelbase
White/gray vinyl seats, rubber floor mats, auto., 6 cyl., air, A34-FM, 53K miles.

1989 F-150 XLT
Blue &silver/blue interior, V-8,auto., power windows,locks, tilt, cruise,fiberglass top,
running boards, 80K miles.

1995 Ranger Supercab XLT 4x2

I fOlt

White/blue interior, 4.0 V-6,. auto, 2K mileis.

1994 Ranger Supercab XLT 4x2

eir
American !fear'
Asses-Wein-IP I

Red/gray interior, V6, auto., tilt, cruise, case., air, 29K miles.

1993 Ranger Supercab XLT 4x4
White/blue interior, V6, tilt, cruiee, cassette, air, 42K miles.

1991 Ranger Supercab XLT 4x2
White & grey/gray interior, V-6, auto., ills, cruise, air, caseette, 43K miles.

Moe:amenIs Since 1854

1991 Ranger XLT 4x2 Long Wheelbase

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
4
Company

Price

Chg

White & gray/gray interior, V-6, auto., air, cassette, 42K miles.

1995 Ranger Supercab 4x2 STX

You Find The House.

Red/gray interior, captains chairs, V6, power windows,locks, mirrors, tilt, cruise, fog
lamps, ABS, anti-theft, remote entry, 120 miles, Ford Program, loaded.

1994 Ranger XLT 4x2 Short Wheelbase
Red/red interior, 4 cylinder, air, A3/1-1:511 cassette, aluminum wheels, 23K miles

1994 Ranger XLT 4x2 Long Wheelbase
Blue/gray interior, 4 cylinder, air, AM-FM cassette, aluminum wheels, 31K miles.

1990 Ranger XLT Supercab 4x4
Dow Jones End. Avg.._5472.62 • 5.41
DJIA Previous Close......3478.03
Air Products................571/2 + 1/4
A T & T.......... ..... 591/2 +
3834 unc
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton......... 441/4 unc
Bristol Myers Squibb...........51/. - 'Is
CBT Corp. Ky.* 221/2B 241/4A
+ 1/4
Dean Foods.............231/4 + 1/4
Ford Motor.....--.......357/s + 1/s
General Electric..----263/4 1/4
General Motors--- 543/s mac
Goodrich
- 1/s
+ 1/s
Goodyear
I B M.................---.1071/2 - 3/4
Ingersoll Rand--.....-383/4 + 1/I
101/1 unc
K•Mart
281/4 + lis
K U Energy
Kroger..................... 381/s + 3/s
-203/1 - 1/1
LG& E
2.5'/2 • 3/4
Mattel
+
McDonalds
581/4 unc
Merck
Penney...................501/2 + 3/1
Peoples First.............22V4B 23A
Quaker Oats.....-..........337/4
541/2 + 3/1
Schering•Plough.
51 + 3/4
Sears
.811/4 • 1/4
Texaco__.....
Time Warner............. 403/s - 1/s
321/4 .
UST.
233/4 + Is
Wal-Mart.
• Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker in this
stock
UNC - once unchanged

White & blue/blue interior cloth, V-6, air, AM-FM cassette, 56K miles.

We'll Open The Door.
Wlwrt_you look for a new home, or make plaps to build
. . To find
one, you look for the house that's just right for'yOu
United
to
look
you,
for
right
that's
solution
the financing
Bank.
Commonwealth
We have a comprehensive selection of real estate financing
products and services that offer highly competitive rates backed by solid advice from experienced professionals.
_
We'll sit down with you, one-to-one, to design the
financing solution that meets your plans, your lifestyle, and
your dreams. Because at United Commonwealth Bank, we're
. in the business of opening doors.

• Fixed Rate Mortgages

Our Br st Int(NI merit

/4 You.

LIII 14444, IL Imre re • lesier

IPC

Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender

Kevin Kelly
753-7587

• Ron Wright
753-0158

• Construction Loans
oritc .ste

• Second Mortgages

(if(Ur
4144
‘
sew
ea and

• Bridge Loans
(Interim Financing)

Seiertutrh

•Investment
Rental Property Loans
• Home Equity Line of Credit
• Mobile Home Loans

H LL1ARD
LYONS

fts
Thomas Jones
7c.;-5405

Nick Ryan
416-2486

Joe Rowland
753-8013

David Parker
759-1980

• Adjustable Rate Mortgages

• Government Loans

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

A

John Parker
753-1833

Joe Parker
753-2656

t?

e

Dwight 'sit Dowell
7S1-9902

be Atkins
759.9859

FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

<3;) MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St. •

Murray
(502) 753-5273 • 1-800-453-0273

1111 Main St., Murray, KY (502) 759-9443

1

1
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MONDAY, MAY 6, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIAES

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12.11PIQY Asia

ApJUSTMENTS

$6.00 Column Inch
SO% Discounl 2nd Run,
60% Discount Sid Run.
441 3 Ads Mad Run litiff*, Day Postod.)

010
020
025
030
040
050

Reader Ads
30C per word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.tA)er word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra_ for
blind box ads.

190
370
390
Yd Sole $750
AS2.00 tee will be required to make 400
arty changes to od oast osoollne. 550

080
230
250
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
FARMERS MARKET
285 Moalie Horne Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
Forrn EquiPmen$ 330
Wont To Pent
Livestock &SuPPliet 310
APOrtrnents For Pent
320
Pjij
... Rooms For Rent
ProeLiC• 330
.... Houses For Rent
340
Feed & Seed
For Pent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

, Lego Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
ri Memory
Lost & Found

n2n

060
070
090
130
110

020

ewes

For
That
Special
Graduate

No age limit toapply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•.•,..3 'oat] cla,
,sersoce"

Preserve those
memories forever
with a personalized
hand illustrated
picture
about your
graduate.

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew, 753-6981

)ockrodf3sciale.

ABOVE AVERAGE lame
25yr old who made over
$8,000 in lmo, working
with a phenomenal entrepreneur. Needing 3 people
to help with expansion.
Training available. No
phone interviews
502-5274358.

ATHLETIC ATTITUDE International Marketing Co
seeking energetic goal
oriented, team players_ FuM
to part time. Get paid what
you are worth. For appointment call Jesse,
502-527-5292. Serious inquiries only. No phone
interviews.

CHANGE. Is that what's left
at the end of the week? Call
753-7657. Ask for Jason.

clarion!
41011,

71
::
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music.
753-0113

Dixieland Center

(502)
474-8890
16270 U.S. Hwy. 68E
Aurora, KY 42048
Open 10-5 Seven Days
U.K. Champ Shirts
$12.50
Swimwear For All, Shorts & Tanks, Best American
T's, Golf & Roll-Up Sleeve, Custom Car Plates 511.95
- Custom Lettering & Many Designs.
-GROUP DISCOUNTS-

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
1r

Open House

Monday, May 13 • 6-8:30 p.m.
Register
Kindergarten-Gr. 8

753-3289
753-6487

Public Notice
Notice is hereby given that Howard and G.T.
Brandon of 701 S. 12th Street, Murray,
Kentucky, 42071 has filed an application
with the Natural Resources & Environmental Protection Cabinet to relocate approximately 1700 LF of Bee Creek to the perimeter of the Brandon property. The property is
located approximately 400 feet west of the
intersection of U.S. Highway 641 and Bee
Creek approximately 1.3 miles north of the
intersection of U.S. Highway 641 and Main
Street in the City of Murray, Kentucky. Any
comments or objections concerning this application shall be directed to:
Kentucky Division of Water
Water Resources Branch
18 Reilly Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Phone: (502) 564-3410

Highway 94 East & 1346

•

•

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464, Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
050
Lost
And Found
LOST Near Midway.
Young female white cat
with couple of black dots on
head. 753-0804.

Year

Make

Plate No.

Year -

Make

Plate No.

Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray,KY 42071. Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers- 10% penalty
June 1.

c.f.. •

By Appointment

•

HENRY Farmers Coop is
this areas largest Factory
Direct Troybilt Dealer
stocking all models of Troybilt products. Including
Mulching mowers, lawn &
garden tractors, chipper
shredders and the ever popular Troybilt beer. All at
sale pnces through May.
1211 West Wood St, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-1385. Easy
pay financing availabie.

Auto Information

•

•

Fern Terrace Lodge
seeking Fallow Deer
for their petting zoo.
Call Jerry Kalberer
at 753-7109, evenings 753-1458.

Mailing Address

`St. th

GlIbertsville, Ky.
Don't miss the chance
to hear about our excellent pay and benefits package.
CALL OUR
HOTLINE TODAY:
Exp..1-800-USA TRUCK
(872-8782)
Inex-1-800-995-5832

Murray, KY 42071

•

njah t4S
CARPET & FLOOR COVERING5:<
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight Sales & Installation IT, To4a Rd Murray
Jay Knight
tr
Mitch Knight
Kntght's
Hwy 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
hazel KY
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

itobacco Workers Needed

Mon.-Fri, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Deadlines cue 2 days
In advance!

0•0
Heip
Wanted

Nile
Wanted

BOOKKEEPER needed for
growing company Background experience in accounting and computers required. Permanent position. 20-401irs per week.
Non-smoker. Pay commensurate with experience
and attitude. Serious inquiries only. Send resume to:
P.O.Box 1040 A, Murray,
Ky 42071.

FIRE SAFETY ADVISORS. $2150 per month.
Company will train. Call
Mon-Thurs, 9am-lpm only.
615-399-8269
MANAGER and Assistant
Manager positions are now
avaitabie at Price Cutter.
The successful candidate
must have prior management experience. Salary
plus commission. Great
benefits. Accepting applicottons and resumes beginning May 6. Located at
the old Kroger Store

IRONER needed in my
home, (1 day)3-4 hours
Non-smoker Dependable
759-1401.

Wed., klay 8,
10 in., 2 p.m. & 7 pm.
Wadi Inn
1•24 Exit 27 *try. 62 Est

Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans Foi Moving

•

\ame

m•

USA TRUCK

will be conducting a
career opportunity
seminar to recruit experienced and inexperienced dnvers for
our rapidly growing

11919Duck

- (502)474-2308

FORGOTTEN Thyme.
Herbs, Evertastings & bedding plants. Opens May
9th, Thur-Sat, 9-5, 2mhs
down Murray-Paris Rd.
753-2171. Free plant
w/$800 purchase.

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

OFFICE HOURS:

1750

-PRODUCTION OPERATOR -POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend. The starting
pay rate is $6.20 and tips off at $8 84. Full benefits are available after a shod
waiting .Period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact:

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

USA TRUCK
E0E-M/F/ON

•

Call 759-1321

City of Murray 1996-1997 City Auto Stickers

$35.00
Each

USA TRUCK

wants to put you on
the road to success.

..
.
.. LAKE ... STUDIO
.Portmit,, • \Las • Frames

For Additional
Information

ORDER FORM

410
540
560
570

CONSTRUCTION help
wanted- Experienced construction help needed for
projects in Western Kentucky. Carpenters, laborers, metal building erectors
and concrete finishers.
Most projects are State
Prevailing Wage rates,
other projects pay commensurate with experience. An Equal Opportunity
Employer. Respond to.
P.O.Box 1040P, Murray,
KY.

ExpenenceSInexperenced

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Thurs., May 9, 1996
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Located in our
facility at the
Immanuel Lutheran
Church
100 S. 15th SL,
Murray

MISCELLANEOUS

fleet:

112 So. 12th

Spring ,Open House
and Registration

REAL ESTATE SALES
mobile Homes For Sole
For Soie or Lease
Home Loons
Pool Estate
Lake Property
Lots Foo Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

Help
Wanted

DRIVERS

HALEY'S

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

060
Hetp
Wanted

"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

MURRAY
CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY

ME PC ANDISE
• Computers
For Sole or Trode
. . Want To Buy
Adicles For Sole
. Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Macnrnes
Heavy Equipment
Sports EquAPment
Firewood
Muscat
. Miscelioneous
V & Podia
Pets & Suoples

060
Help
Wanted

*
4

CO

ass
Help
'fantod

"Picture Me"
753-0588
Kandy Carstens _
Taking Orders Now

/ ALPINE.

120
Insurance
130
Exterminating
140
Business Sevces
• 150
Heating & Cooling
155
Services Offered
160
165
TRANSPORTATION
170
Motorcycles
180
Auto Services
195
Auto Ports
203
Used Cars
210
.Vons
220
240
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060

sone

CANCER
INSURANCE

FIL

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chiidcore
Situation Wonted
Busnen Opportunity
instruction

ANNOUNCEMENTS

$200 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

IC.

cALL 753-1916

AINP
I LZE
M

Master Card

Advertisers ars requested to
check the first knertion of
their ads for any eff0f. Murray
Ledger & TIMM WIN be responsible for only one incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections con be
mode.

AIRLINE ATTITUDE.
Seeking 5 individuals w/
people skills for Internstonal Marketing Co. Training available. Call
502-527-5287
a-CONSTRUCTION help
needed for commercial retrofit projects in Kentucky
and surrounding states.
Travel will be required Per
Diem expenses provided.
These positions require
supervisory and hands-on
skills. An Equal Opportunity
Employer. Respond to:
P.O.Box 1040P, Murray,
KY.
ENVIRONMENT. Environmentally correct marketing
firm just opened in the area.
We are now expanding our
sales force. If you would
like to help the planet and
yourself and get paid for
what you are worth. No
experience needed. Call
753-7657. Ask for Jason

An Equal Opportunity Employer - Nt1F,IDN

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-oh.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

6/4/96 - 12/25/96

75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$5.75/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

QUALITY

What Do You Say To
Someone Who Sticks You
With Needles, Wakes You Up
In The Middle Of The Night,
Makes You Take Yucky
Medicine And Loves Every
Minute Of It?
Thanks!

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

Call 753-1916

CARE

For Details

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

"Bringing You Good Health" is more than just a slogan to the nursing
staff at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. From the smallest and sometimes
unpleasant aspects of delivering quality healthcare to the more complex
demands of today technological medical advances, a spirit of compassion
binds our nurses together as a true team striving for excellence.

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

During May 6 - 12, join us in celebrating Nurses Week in honor of
our dedicated nursing professionals who, each day, carry out their duties
with compassion and pride.
To all of them, we say

Thanks.

QUALITY
PEOPLE

McConnell
Insurance Agency

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

803 Poplar Street •

Murray, Kentucky 42071 • 502•762-1100
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MURRAY

nfin
Help
Wanted
HEALTH nut- get financially
Expanding health
& sports nutrtlion company
in Western Kentucky area
seeking 5 high energy individuals with a positive amtude. Call 502-527-5287
HOME TYPISTS,PC users
needed $45,000 income
potential
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8155.
HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed Earn weekly paychecks from the comfort of
your home Free details
Rush LSASE to American
Media Associates Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Or, Buchanan. Tn 38222
EXPLOSIVE! One of the
nations fastest growing
companies just opened an
office in the area We we
looking to expand our sales
force Good pay for good
work No experience
needed. Call 753-7657.
Ask for Jason

nth
Cal

tant
Mar
fate
lary
reat
bed at

•

MENTAL HEALTH
TECHNICIAN I

SMALL business needs
pan time help waight work
Please reply to P 0 Box 38,
Farmington, Ky 42040
THE United States Depart
ment of Agriculture wit be
hiring temporary summer
workers as held assistants
to measure Dark Foe and
Dark Air Cured tobacco
crops in the field Applications may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road Seuth Applicants
must be 18yrs of age or
17yrs of age if a high school
graduate EEO

MENTAL HEALTH
TECHNICIAN II
PAN (On-Call)
Qualified candidates will
possess a Bachelors de
gre• in psychology, social
work. or related field. Pre
wow psychiatric *soonpreferred
For consideration ()Was*
send two copes of your
resume ti cover letter to.
Mental Health Technician
II Fullome 3p-11p
Charter Behavioral Health
System of Paducah
Human Resources
P.O. Box 7609
Paducah,KY 42002-7609
EOE

070
-

NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed, all shifts. Prefer
experienced mature individual, but will train. Must be
able to work any shift.
Pleasant atmosphere.
good working conditions.
Apply in person, no phone
calls please. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.
WANTED dependable
waitress and kitchen help at
Cypress Springs Resort.
Call for appointment
502-436-5496
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc. No exp
necessary. Now Hiring. For
info call 219-794-0010 ext
7159 8am to lOpm, 7days

Domestic
& Childcare

A-1 HOUSE cleaning Experienced, dependable
Satisfaction guaranteed
April or Julie Lamb
436-2102 or 436-5950

MURRAY Christian
Academy seeking certified
teachers, grades K-7th,
MONEY! and part time AdministraEXTRA
Call 759-1555 or
Weekend/ Eves field rep- tor.
resentatives to do surveys, 759-1321 for application
movie checkirey mystery PART-Time work... The
shopping for a marketing National Association of
Call Nancy State Departments of Agrifirm
1-800-860-0714
culture (An Equal Opportunity Employer) needs
HELP WANTED: Earn
survey interviewers in Calup to $500 per week
loway & Marshall counties
Applicants must have a
assembling products at
valid driver's license and
home No evenence
access to an automobile or
INFO 1-504-646-1700
pickup truck. Starbng pay is
DEPT. KY-2021
$635 per hour, including
training time, plus 284 per
IF you make enough mo- mile for travel A farm backney go to the next ad If not ground is desirable but not'
call Julie at 502-527-7026 essential If you are interested please contact: CharCHANGE Is that what you les Babb, 1120. Lola Rd,
have left at the end of the Salem, Ky 42078 Ph
week? Seeking dynamic 502-988-2191.
outgoing individuals seeking above average income PART time Tug boat pilot
502-527-9356 ask for on Ky & Barkley Lake area
Call 753-1831
Michael.

CHANGE the world! Environmentally active company
going global, looking for
sharp reps to train Big $$
mule making a difference
502-527-7026.
NOW open, 2 positions at
Pioneer Convenience Mart
1 Cashier/ deck position, 1
Cashier/ backup cook position No experience necessary. Apply in person at
Lynn Grove store Store
hours at 6arn-8pm.

MOM

Help
Wanted

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
IMMACULATE Cleaning.
Thorough and reliable
Home and Office cleaning.
759-2310.
WILL do house, apt, office
cleaning Cal 474-2131 .
100
Busiamis
Opportunity
LOCAL franchise opportunrty, Baskins Robbins, in
Call
Murray
502-247-2096.

TRAIN
ING...Tr aining...Training!
Success in real estate
sales requires proper training and management support We guarantee it!
Learn more about how you
can make it to the lop at our
next Century 21 career
session-- no experience required, just ambition! Call
now for a reserved seat.
PAY PHONE ROUTE 35 Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. 753-1492_ Ask for
Local & established sites
Catherine.
Earn up to $1500 wkly
1-800-696-4980
OWN YOUR OWN
POSITION opening for an
HI-TECIS GRAPHICS
construction
experienced
UGNT PLASTICS
MANUFACTuFING
supervisor. Projects conBUSINESS
sist of commmercial buildWs are lcoking be an InWviduale
ing and light industrial aprho ward ei be Indiweindent end
plications. Most projects
Inencidy swum NOT EXTRUWestern
SION OR PUECT1ON MOLDING
will be located in
.1Iof a Frandam—Yiki Osed
Kentucky. An Equal Oppor44oproloui ragmen* raided
tunity Employer Respond
-Fela part-im•
to: P.O.Box 1040P, Murray.
.30 yews wessaa recod
KY.
.ful fakery at you locakei
•Seas of twe at. VaCtilll& computer
PRICE Cutter is looking for
5—
enthusiastic hard working
Car he worried kw &puce 601..
ware lea
sales, warehouse/ stock
432,769 Pin Invesenant roomed
and cashiers. Excellent opMedwery, consulers, be.maY
portunities. Experience
raking. sic
•%ming stisiiiklaio weldor:I
preferred but not required
tangle.
Great pay plus benefits
FOR RAI INFOIBIAllON
Accepting applications
WRITE OR CALL TOOAY
starting May 6 at the old
Giving full nose, address
and phone motor
Kroger Store.
UNTO PLASTKS INCiuSTRIES
PURCHASE area Plumb/302 W. form Rd. 144
ing and Electrical Supply
Springfield, Ilisscuri 18502
1417) 11113.7107
Co. is seeking an enthuPew* answered 24 hous a day
siastic person to manage
Seven days a soak
growing business. Knowledge of industry helpful,
but not required. Compensation and benefits based
on experience and efforts.
Send resume to: P.O.Box ANNOUNCING! POWER619, Mayfield, Ky 42066. FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001

GUARDSMARK, INC., a nationally recognized leader in the security industry,
has positions available in the CALLOWAY COUNTY AREA, for honest trustworthy individuals with a clean police
record. Compensation includes:
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WAGES WELL ABOVE MINIMUM
COLLEGE TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
LIFE INSURANCE
401K RETIREMENT PLAN
PAID VACATIONS
PREMIUM PAY FOR HOLIDAYS
UNIFORMS PROVIDED

For Sale
Or Trade
WANT to trade 18 cubic ft
chest freezer for upright
freezer. Call after 4prn at
759-1017, before 4pm
759-9408 ask for Brenda S

Must be at least 21 years of age to apply
Retirees, minorities and women welcome. A pre-employment drug screen will
be required.
APPLY IN MURRAY, KY, AT THE
RACER INN, ROOM 110 ON TUESDAY,
MAY 7TH 9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 A.M. AND
1:00 P.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

Want
Te Buy

310
To Buy

WANTED Used riding FIBERGLASS 12tt some
mowers that need work tow as $3 sheet Paschall s
mile from
Salvage
436-2867
Hazel 498 8964
150
270
Ankles
Mobile
For Sale
Homes For Sale
burning
furnace,
1 WOOD
12x50, 1BR mobile home
3000 BTU 753-8161
with appliances $1100
6FT M/F sickle mower, obo. 489 288 7 or
$375 Call 502-247-2738
753-0630.
HOME study desk. 29" w/ 1981 ALADIN, 2br, 1 bath,
maces finish See at 1624 central heat, good condiOlive.
tion, $6500. 753-0444.
HUMMINGBIRD LCR
Graph fish 4 ID. Temperature guage, excellent condition Needs transducer.
Cell 753-7823 after 5.

1987 BUCCANEER,
14x70, 2br, 2 balk centre/
h/a. Ready to move into
753-9866.
1989 14x52 KENTUCKIAN, washer & dryer, central air, 10x12 shed. Lo
cated in Riviera Crt,
$10,500 obo. 753-7323.

OFF Season Specials. Oak
bean sticks, CHEAP! 8F1
Oak strips for many uses,
50eiea Limit 20/per customer PaschaN's Salvage,
7. mile from Hazel
498-8964.

1993 FLEETWOOD, central h/a, all appliances
753-9468.

REAL good King wood
stove, brick lined
436-5591

1996 BELMONT. 16x70, 3
bedroom,2 baths, on SALE
this week only for
$19,900.00. Northgale Mobile Homes, 88 Main St,
Ph
Ky.
Benton,
502-527-1362.

ROOFING Shingles
$12.50/sq & up. Paschall's
Salvage, 'A mile from
Hazel 498-8964.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

1996 CARRIAGE, 28x48
Doublewide on, SALE for
$37.500.00 with central air
This week only at North
gate Mobile Homes, Benton, KY. Ph 502-527 1362

155
1996 CLARKSDALE,
16x80,3 bedroom,2 baths,
on SALE this week only for
$19,900.00. See- Kenneth
at Northgate Mobile
Homes, 88 Main St, Ben
En, KY. Ph 502-527-1362

Appliances
21CU FT upright Frigidaire
freezer, good condition
753-9908. 753-2175

A- -1996 •BELMONT Premier 16430, 2 bedroom, 2
baths, beige carpet entertainment center & glamour
bath for $2550000 with
central air & skirting on
SALE this week only_
Npregate Mobile Homes,
Benton,
Ky.
Ph
502-527-1362.

3PC Living room suite. Upright freezer. 753-7845 after 6pm
FLORAL Chinz sofa
753-2206.

HOOSIER type kitchen cabinet, pull down tambour
door, granite table top,
$400. Old student desk,
$25. 753-8657
190
Fans
EquiPawal
DODGE grain truck, 14ft
Krause disk. 753-7845 after 6pm
RED Belly Ford. extra
dean, new tires Call Ben or
John 753-3785
200
Sports

Ecluilmolt
8F1 Regulation pool table,
1995 model, like new Must
sell, $700 753-8012
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotguns, Quality Leather Holsters, Ammos & Access
BHB Firearms, 436-2980

LARGE selection of used
holiies. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc_ Hwy 79 E,
Paris, Tn. 1-800-642-4891.
REMODELED or use for
storage Buy at your price
753-5209.
MANY POSSIBILITIESawait you with this three
bedroom, two bath mobile
home located just west of
Murray Features large 1 4
acre lot with small pond
Large master area wWalk
in closet, double sink &
garden tub Location would
provide a great building site
for future home 95% Fo
nancing maybe possible
Contact Rich for additional
information concerning
M1S/3000465.
SAVE! SAVE! SALE! Custom order or buy your new
home from our hugh inventory! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E.
Paris, Tn. 1-800-642-4891.

1

For Rea

I

MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509

Due to the expanison into this area we have
full time positions available.

641 STORAGE available,
485, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
Visa & Mastercard ac
ogled. 753-5585.

Applicants Must:
• Be neat in appearance
• Have a strong work background
• • High school graduate or equivalent

DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266
OFFICE or retail 917 Col
dwater Rd. Lease, deposit,
• and references required
$350/mo Yard maintenance is required
753-6069, leave message
if no answer

We Offer:
• FUll time positions only
• Excellent fringe benefits
• Working condition weekday
• Excellent retirement plan

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621

To Qualify Please Call 753-5986
Tues., May 7th 9a.m.-5 p.m.
Ask for Mr. Ray
Sorry no telephone Interviews allowed.

WAREHOUSE- 3.750sq ft
heated Office- 1,25Cisq
central h/a, carpet. 2 bathrooms Robert: Swift,
753-5976

DO NOT RESPOND BEFORE TUES. 9 A.M.

AP..111.

Prestige Homes tttl

65 HIGH GRADE HOLSTEINS

.CASH

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
vow $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL '%, 753-1916

Mobilo
Homes For Rent

HALF acre mobile home •
lot. 753-6012.

NOTICE HELP WANTED

2BR appl, wird hookup 3BR plus study, .1704
LOOKING to share duplex
Country setting/private 9ISA Coldwater Rd Lease, Ridgewood. Appliances in
$180 deposit $180 references & deposit re- cluding dishwasher Nice_
monthly rent $70 electric quired $400/mo Yard neighborhood $520/mo,
mtinterianQe
required lease, deposit, no - pets
Ammenities, satellite
washer & dryer, dig- -"Flo pets, 753-W80 if no Available late May
753-8734 •
Pities her, deck Completely answer, leave message
furnished, exception of ex- 2BR house with
stove, re- 413R, 2'4 bath home Col
tra bedroom Leave mes- frigerator; .w/cl,
hookup lege students -welcome
sage, 753-8607
Yard maintenance re- Call 618 533 1428
MUR-CAL Apartments now quired. Large lot, lovely A 2BR,.appliances turn
1,2,3BD apts Furnished, accepting applications for lake location,$350/mo Re- ished, gas heat, *id hoo
very nice new MSU. No 1, 2 and 3br apartments ference & deposit required
kup, carport Rent/ Deposit.
pets
75 3- 1 2 5 2 Phone 759-4984 Equal Available May 1.436-2306 $325 415 S 10th St
Or 436-2755.
days.7530606 after Spat Housing Opportunity
759-4696
MURRAY Manor Apart- 2 OR 313R house, 907 N
1BR 751-0472.
HOUSE 4 minutes from
ments DOW accepting appli- 16th, $375 plus deposit Murray
State University
1BR At & efficiency Apt cations for 1 2br apart- 492-8225.
4-5br 2 bath natural gas,.
available now. Coleman ments. Apply in person
3BR, 1 bath, $335/mo, plus water. sewage & garbage
RE, 753 9898.
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri, deposit, washer
& dryer. no pickiest meter:tee -$600mte
1BR, duplex w/gas heat. 1409 Duigiud Or
pets 505 Pine 762-4483, 1 Efficiency apt $200 mo
Rent/ deposit, $275 412 N
753 6831
NEW 3br Duplex, Cam- 8 30-4pm
51h St 759-4696
bridge Has built-in micro
1BR, extra large apt, ap- wave, fridge w/ice maker.
pliances funished Near dishwasher, stove, washer,
Campus, 1628 Miller St dryer, gas heat & central
air. City utilities & cable
Rent/ Deposit, $300
Building quality homes at an affordatA
Available May 15. No pets
759-4696
Yew lease plus deposit
price.
Free floor- plan consulting and
1 OR 2br apts neat down- Call 753-7435 day,
building
town Murray 753 4109
estimates.
753-3966 night.
Additions,
Remodeling & Vinyl Siding
2 BR brick, patio, shade' EXTRA Nice Townhouse.
trees. No pets, $345/mo
We make a difference by being different'
2br, 14 bath. Cambridge.
753-6931 Has built-in microwave,
Call today and see why your home should
2BR Duplex, like new, yard fridge w/ice maker, disbe built with PRESTIGE',
stove,
washer
hwasher,
&
work provided, Wel hookup,
gas heat Private deck, dryer City utilities & cabee.
753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494
$425/mo,$425 deposit. 1yr Available May lst, year
lease, plus deposit. Call
lease 436-5725
753-7435 day, 753-3966
A
2BR upstairs apt 4 miles night. No pets.
PiaIAYitOr4
011aOgrilt1
,10I
:
from Murray on Hwy 121
II
--..--- - South No pets $285/mo + NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrig, w/d hoo$285 deposit 489 2296
kup No pets,$400/mo plus e DAIRY AUCTION ))
2 ROOM 011 apt Appl
deposit. June 1st.
furnished No pets Deposit 753-1953 days, 753-0870 FRI, MAY 10TH AT
10:00 A.M.
required, near University
nights.
fficKINNEY ACRES DAIRY, Mine
$200/mo 753 4181 or
NOW taking applications NEAR MURRAY, KY "LYNN
489 2181
GROVE"
for Section 8 low rent hous- From Murray Take Hwy 94 West 8 Miles l'o Howard Rd
DOWNTOWN apt, 3br ing Apply in person at
'
Proceed South 1 Mile To Dairy Farm)
$325/mo 753 0819 days
Southside Manor, 906
HILLDALE Apte now taking Broad St Extended, be- A
Young Producing Nerd- Every Animal Horne Raised - Mar •
applications for 1,2, & 3br tween Sam- 12noon. No In lst & 2nd
Lactation -Average Aged 45 Years • 20 Rican'
Nts. Handicap accessible. phone calls please. Equal Fresh Up To 60 Days •
Nothing To fresherr-Joir4o0PctSierr Opportunity.
—Housing
Apply at Nadal° Apts office
Several
80
&
90
Pound
Producers. Strong Utters - Sound
Monday-Friday, 7.30-3.30 SMALL efficiency apt
Equal Housing Opportun- Close to campus.$165/mo Feet And Legs - Positive Dairy Characteristics - A Good Cl..:
Sound Healthy Herd. No Culls-Cripples-Or Skimpy Producers
ity 43-7-.4113_ TDD 753-6986.
Always On A Good Feeding,Program - Plenty Of Horne .
- 1-800-545-1833 X287.
Grown Silage And Quality Hay — MILKED IN DOUAI il ,
340
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeFOUR HERRING BONE PARLOR- Frei Mall Nous*
'and Misty' Village, Ibr
30
CALVES FROM BABIES UP TO SIX MONTHS
For Reidapartment, utilities in2 YEAR OLD REGISTERED HERD BULL
cluded. rent based on in
RING SIDE LEAFLETS AVAILABLE SALE DAY
come 62 & older, or handi 2BR, appliances furnished.
cap & disabled Equal low utilities, attached garLarry & Marilyn McKinney Phone 502-435-4485
Housing Opportunity age Rent/. Deposit. $375.
27 YEARS OF DAIRYING
502 354 8888
711 Payne St. 759-4696
MILKING EQUIPMENT: Mueller 500 Gallon Bulk.Tank w-'New
Compressor R-22(New Type Freon) Complete w/Tank Wash
em • mkee 400 Gallon Bulk Tank w/Tank Washer-8 Bou Mimic Milking Units Win Place Washers • 8 Bou Mahe And Ste
Rite Weigh Jars • Bou Matte Vacuum Pump w/5 Horse Motor
Whispering Meadows
Rebuilt In Last 90 Days • 7 1/2 Ton Feed Bulk Bin winery
Auger • 70 Plus Free Stalls w/Training Rails..... .. Jotin
Subdivision 4 Deere 3940 Silage Chopper w/30 2 Row Corn Head & Pick
i.arge buildinglits selling last! 16111& Utterback
up Head • 2-Papec 14' Covered Silage Wagons • Badger 14
construction busy
an already established
Covered Silage Wagon • Kools Silage Blower .
. Neck
Over 2 Axle 16' Covered 6 Wide By 6 1/2 High Stock Trailer
subdivision. Family setting less than a mile from
ALL EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN SHEDDED
N. School. N. 641, golfrestaurants, skating rink,
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!
Dale's. Auto Repair. close to-new -Yeroger, future
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!
Wal -Mart. .(lose enough for ciinvenience - far
enimigh way hir the quiet life. Reasonably priced
a -kw left at $12,500!
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
502-623-8466 - FANCY FARM KY
Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001
THE SELLING MACHINE

280

SKI MACHINE Call after 6, 2BR, $275/mo Water furn
ished. No pets Coleman
759-9839
RE, 753-9898
WINCHESTER Over/under
20 go. with moo. reloader, 2 OR 38R, gas or electric,
many extras, $800. Brown- central h/a. Edge of city
ing Bar 270 cal, auto w/ limits .753-5209
shells, case, must see,
$475 489-2617.
285
Mobile
Home Lots For Reid
210
'4 ACRE mobile home
Firewood
space for rent, north of
A-FIREWOOD for sale. Murray 759-9187 after
5pm Pager 742-4435
437-4667
anytime

ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins Guild bass guitar, $225.
492-8646 days, 753-1418 750-9932 after 6pm.
evenings.

•

lAO

Howse
Fes

CASH pied for good, used SOUND System- Peavy LARGE storage facility,
ries, shoguns, and pis XR600 Head, Z Electro 94E Coleman RE.
tols Benson Sporting Voice speakers, 4 Electro 753-9898
Goods, 519 S 12th Vake BK 1 microphones,
NORTHWOOD Storage
MUITtly
$600 Call 901-644-7587
presently has units availI WOULD like to buy a lot for
able. 753-2905 or
240
a mobile home as dote to
753 7536
town as possible
Miscellaneous
753-4915

ANTIQUES by the piece or
coliectiorrt 753-9433 day
or night.

E.O.E.

ludas.*
Amdahl

11
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GEO

Help
Ward•el

PAN (On-Call)
Qualified candidates will
have a high school educeDon or GEO equivalent
Psychiatric expenenc•
pretense'

LEDGER & TIMES

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)'

.

CAMP

Complete Formal Wear ileadq-uarter%
Formal Wear
Mr . •J T's
-11. 3 I' .•J
and Limousine

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
.i.
-,
OW/4
7 Days Per Week
n,
Over 20 Years In Business
A
MURRAY 753-9224
*Li
SERVICES AVAILABLE
753_7091 * Rentals begin at $29.99
753-3078
* Area's largest A only In Stock Formal 'Wear

S

&

*

K

Constructionu-t
"Homes Built
See how competitive
double wide

'
to Satisfaction" we are to the price of
mobile homes,

Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and ?McPherson
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding
304 Main Sired
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)642-5300
. Weddings, Proms and Banquets
.

David's Cleaning Services ,
. , Ed's Wheel Alignment
..
•
•
Th.,.
Vinyl Sid% • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brics Driveways --• 'Uremia A ColapkIs Brake Service,

• Parking Los • All Exienor Cleaning • Acid Clearing Available
Deed Borders
Phone
lisured
(502)759-4734
Completely Mebile
Cellular (502)853-1108
.•
CO

m me r ci aI Waste
Disposal
i

lgatiAA:4
All Types of Ref use
,_ i_
" w
1-800-585-6033

Service

KIN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740

at
."40

Dial the 800 number fust. Wet you
)‘
Ness %Corded message eater the
Jim C4)
401
2 11_
Awes Code'85.
Rause Enesat

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Dam "'ow policy pay mpg, -'
.. , ..f the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsibk for the deductibles that Medicare
does not pay. $736 on Pan A., $100 on Part B. Call me
for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
_

'''14"m'cAs""'
301 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071

Struts arsal Shocks rte.
Mon-Fri.
7:00-4:00

Eamon Jones, Owner
(502) 753-1351

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY Co.
"Your Saint* For Metal Roofing & Siding"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking er Trolleys, and
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2722
Murray, KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489 2724
OP

Roberts It 'L:- 7. Cr
SF•i (OW
r
S

:77:...

Realty
Terry Walter - Broker/Owner
BUS.: (502) 753-1651
1-800-455-1651
Anna Requarth
Joan Walter
Bob Rodgers

414 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

- - Jean 131rd
Bonnie Chambers
Carolyn Hicks

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squat,

753-6952

ear
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

4BR house redecorated, 2
bath, new appliances, wail
hookup, in county, $565
Now availabie. Deposit required No pets. 753-4937
or 436-2741 nights
NICE well kept 2tor, carport,
storage building, appliances furnished. $400
deposit, $400/mo rent
753-7920
WATERFRONT house
753 4509
360
For Rent
Or Lew
CFIEEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drve behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

•

38R, central gas hie, Flor28R home on 1 acre of 3BFi 2 bath with detached
land, 3 outbuildings car garage Less than 1yr old, ida room, dining rm,
kitchen, 1 bath Large lot,
port & new well Minutes located near Coles Camputil rm, double garage, outground Lithe or no down
from the lake 436-2758
buildings 753-8161
payment with good credit
2 or 3EIR, 1 bath in Benton Call 489 2768 daytime,
48R 2,4 bath with full
city limits. $29.000 489-2161 after 7pm
basement. 3 car carpet.
527-0808, 527-8078
38R, 2 bath bock, base- 3900sq ft under roof.
2 STORY brick. 4br, 2A
ment, carport, central hia, 1500Sq ft workshop with A
bath Quality construction deck, outtadg, 4 4 acres, 11
bath, 3 stall livestock barn
$194,000 obo 759 2571
with fenced pasture,
miles from Murray on 94E
435-4040, 435 4013
stocked pond, central heat
474 8331
& air Woodstoves in work2YR Old home Open plan. 38R, 2 bath new home
cathedral ceiling, 2br-, 2 Formal dining, great room, shop and basement Sits
on apprx. 9 acres in Kirkbath, front porch, quality
gas heat, elec a/c Open
construction Ph 759-2571. design A must see Call for say, $185,000. Serious inquines only. Evening calls
3000S0 ft of Luxurious Irv- an appt 7530090
at 489- 2056 for appt
ing space, plus 4A car 3BR
brick, 1 bath wheIng, BE the proud owner of this
garage vaulted ceilings.
stove & wall a/c, double gracious 3br, 2 bath brick
wallpaper. tile. w/many ex$52,000. home in excellent Martin
carport.
tras Built new in '92,
759-1503.
Heights neighborhood.
$174900 753 2339
Home features formal living
& dining rooms, den with
fireplace, central gas heat,
at an affordable price.
$120's Contact Kopperud
Realty, 75 3- 1 2 2 2 .
ML513000506
Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
BY Contractor. New dbr,
Bankruptcy • Divorce
2A bath house w/3 car
garage Deluxe home with
GET A NEW START
all amenities You must see
this one Call 753-3903.
NO CREDIT
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
APPLICATION REFUSED:
bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft.
INSTANT CREDIT
Lots of extras, Walnut cabinets, Conan baths,
AVAILABLE!
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
system, large game room,
Reestablish Your Credit
753-5940,
study
4365046

GET...AUTO CREDIT

SALE or rent Tobacco
barns, dark fired, AC Burley. 759-4713

A ARABIAN '4 Quarter
horse mare, 1 yr old
492-8723.
BULLS AND HEIFERSPerformance. tested. Simmental and. Maine-Anjou
Crossbred service age
bulls and heifers. Only top
_ performance animals offered for sale. All animals
health tested and guaranteed Smith Broadbent
Farms, Day 502-235-5182,
Night 502-235-5170.

Howe
Foe Sale

Homes
For Sala

14cinee
For Sale

1-800-511-0715

Tie LAWN SERVICE

REGISTERED Barzona
bull, easy caller, 3yrs old
492-8723
• WANT to lease pasture
land 753-7860

• Mowing

• Weedeating

• Edging

• Hauling,

Etc.

Guaranteed fast, friendly and
professional service.

753-5647 or 759-9365
If no ans*er p:ease leae message

122 CUB Cadet. 12hp Kohler 40 cut, 3sp manual
w/creeper speed. Hyd lift
deck, $500 obo. .
901

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Let one call do it all for industrial. coirimercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs. evai farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdoem.
We are licensed in Murray:bonded wed bluffed.
AU employees are covered,under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from %may and Calloway Co.
We are ready to serve yeses!

47 BAY pony. $400. Call
before 2pm. anytime
weekends. 753-2902.
AKC Registered Labrador
Retriever, &efts *old. 1st
shots, wormed. 1 Chocolate male, $200, 1 Black
$150„
female,
901-232-8589.
BARNEY dogloo, small to
70ibs. Removable top, vented Clear door & floor pad.
753-8607.
-

/

Sumner Roofing CO, Cadiz, KY 1
1-800-270-0479 or 502-235-5979 0,...mgo

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years. 436-2858
LAB puppies, $30 Call
Tony or Lisa 436-2510

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

430
Real
Estate

Custom Woodworking

4 ACRES wooded nea
Miller Golf Course 21
Acres near Kirksey
Acres partially wooded with
mobile home near Kirksey
Call 489-2768 daytime.
489 2161 after 7pm

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and-see our showroom
SuNBURY - MURRAY (1366,nd Bunny Broad)
753 5940

•!_1\11-...0

COMMERCIAL bldg,
acre lot
2400sq tt, on
Natural gas, central ha,
2yrs old 753-4547
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

aPlo

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-4.316-574-4
1.-800-5.48-5.26.2
Tree Trimming
LICENSED & ENSURED
Free Estimates
Tree Removal
24 Hr. Service
Operated
&
Owned
Stump Removal
Gutter CJeaming 14
Cleanup Service
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling, Etc.
Landaraping
LIM LAMB
Full Line of
Hedge Tr-aviary
"Quality Scrvice"
Equipment
Tree Spraying

Custom
CABINETS
e WOODWORKINGs!

10 '..;')MMERCIAL lots for
sale Sizes from 061 to
1 05 acres 7 Acres road
front located on Hwy 94E
Call 759 4851 or 753-3734
from 8am-5pm

Will Build To Your Speccation

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

2 ACRE lot between Murray & Mayfield Perfect for
-new home 489-2625 from
6pm-9pm

502-759-9672
630 N. 40, Si. (Nest to Lansaw Mater) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOLMIERN WALL: SYSTEMS. INC.

2 LOTS with .24'00' garage, & electric service, located in Preston Heights,
500 feet from city limits. All
underground city utilities,
$24,900. 753-2339.
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753 2339
PRIME building lots, some
w/trees, all underground
uektiea, natural gas Joins
Oaks Country Club
753-4010, 435-4226
SOUTH of Murray in Green
Plains Subdivision Nice A
acre building lots with
prices beginning at
97.000/single or $12,500
for 2 lots Municipal water.
subdivision restrictions.
Contact Kopperud,
753-1222.

Builders
bini
Contractor or Home
ysilun
I oose
1

1

N11
I11
ATTENTIO

I

Licensed Master Plumber
Fre. Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
1
‘111•111111

I
.

WOODSICTIM
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax

,

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

1992 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, white w/burgandy
leather interior, fully
loaded, 67xxx miles,
$13,900 436-4635,
753-1737
1993 FORD Taurus,
$8500 753-2767 after
5pm
1994 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, dark green & gray
on bottom, 40xxx
loaded, $16,500
437-4838.
1994 GEO Tracker convertible, black, Sep, 18xxx
miles, sharp! 750-4100 after 6prn.
1994 HONDA Accord LX,
4dr, 27xxx mitts, Sealoam
Green. Reduced for quick
sale. 753-3493 5pm & on
weekends, 753-1266, 8-5
weekdays.
1994 SATURN SL1, automatic, air, p/w, pit, sunroof.
Still under warranty Call
759-1994
1995 CAMAY LE, loaded,
sunroof 489-2925
'73 CADILLAC convertible,
mechanically excellent
condition, $700 obo.
753-5531.

Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets. Furniture & Mantles

CLEANING- yards. barns, LEWIS extenor clearing.
sheds, attics, garages House, mobile homes,
Hauling Free estimates brick & vinyl. Buildings,
RV's, sidewalks Free estiLuke Lamb, 436-5950
mates. 763-6490.
custom
COUNTERTOPS,
1996 DONZI 275 LXC
offices
trailers,
and
(29'3' overall) midberth Homes,Recovery, Murray 1JCENSED for electric
gas. 753-7203
cruisers in stock, starting at Wulff's
$39,943.00 BEAR CREEK 436-5560
LONGLIFE CARPET
WERKS
BOAT
CUSTOM BUILT wooden CLEANING SPECIAL
800-354-9501
decks & fencing Excellent $2500 a Standard size
workmanship. Affordable room Free DEODORIZ24FT Pontoon boat '89
R4G & SCOTCHGUARDmodel boat & motor Call rates 753-7860
436-2654
ING
and
after 6, 759-9839
bulldozing
CUSTOM
sys- MARC'S LAWN SERseptic
work,
backhoe
24x8, 1987 RIVIERA
354-8161 after 4pm, VICE WM also haul mulch
Cruiser pontoon boat, tems,
753-6226, 753-4168
100hp Evinrude commer- Horace Sholar
cial origins, new carpet, CUSTOM tilling, grader MB GENERAL CONrebuilt floor, reconditioned blade work. busftfteggraii STRUCTION & MAINTEengine. $5500 obo. Gerald Carroll- owner
NANCELdarpentry, paint753-5936 or 762-3106. - 502-492-6159.
ing, eledridd, siding, oiiir
maint.
apt.
CELEBRITY Boats. •DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- &
fax or
(502)436-2819
now
stock
in
18%31', most
vices. *Cleaning" vinyl sidavail.
modem
and available with early ing, homes, mobile homes,
season discounts at BEAR boats, brick driveways. MOODY'S mower repair
CREEK BOAT WERKS. parking lots, all exterior Pickup & delivery.
800-354-9501
cleaning, acid cleaning 753-5668.
David Borders,
PONTOON BOATS • 4- available.
Completely Mo- MOWING Free Estimates
1995 remain at dealers in- Insured,
Call
Phone 502-759-4734. Reasonable rates.
voioe. 1996's also avail- bile.
for Chad.
Ask
759-2409.
502-853-1108.
Cellular
able. BEAR CREEK BOAT
Murray
WERKS. 800-354-9501.
DRYWALL, finishing, re- MULCH,delivered
436-5560
blowand
additions
pairs,
PROCRAFT Bass boat,
753-4761.
PAINTING, interior, exterdual console, 20ft long, 200 ing ceilings
Mariner motor, Procrah FINISH mowing, garden ior Roofing, home repairs,
trailer Good condition See breaking & tilling, bush hog- cleaning Free estimates
Carlos Black Jr at Black's ging 753-5303 after 6pm. 436-5032.
Decorating Center or call
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
436-2935 or 753-0639.
parts & service. Everlock
TIGERSHARK personal vinyl underpining, lifetime PLUMBING repairs, fast
watercraft, limited 1995's warranty, tan, beige, white, service. 436-5255.
available at huge dis- grey. 492-8488.
ROB'S ELECTRICAL
counts, starting at
WORKS. All types.
jobs
d
HANDYWORK/od
CREEK
$3699.00 BEAR
wanted No job too small Licensed & Insured
WERKS
BOAT
502-247-5700, 742-44.94
Just give us a call
800-354-9501
(Pager).
759-1184
1995 PONTOON, 22ft
Crest, 40hp, used less then
8 hours, $10,200
753-6840

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates
Wutft's Recovery. Murray,
KY. 436-5560

I
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SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with hal
hne of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aiuniettim gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690
TOMS WINDOWS Cleaning. Res Commercial
436-5389

TREES trimmed, topped or
removed Also firewood
Call 436-2562
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753 2592
WELDING. Portable,
stokes, MIG, hell arc, brazing. Mild steele, stainless,
aluminum and cast iron
Call David at 436-5638

R & R ELECTRIC Specializing in mobile home hookups, new construction,
general maintainence
Free estimates, fast serCall, anytime
vice
762-0001.

LAMB Brother Home Imu
—Tprovements, remodeling, SEAMLESS gutters
additions, roofing, siding. stalled, residential or cornfree estimates 436-2269. merCial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433.
LAWN Mowing. BIII PasSPEEDY Maid mobile
chall 502-753-2943cleaning service.
general
LAWN mowing and
50 2 - 75 9 - 5 0 5 5 ,
yard work Hard working 502-753-8086
and dependable Call
753-6534

WILL cut lawns for summer. Call Matt Mattingly at
753-9731 or Brian Combs
at 753-5787.
WILL do home repairs. Also
lay vinyl flooring. Call
759-9257 after 5pm.
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl) 759-1799.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530.

560

Free
Column
2CHOW/ Lab mix puppies,
-1 male, 1 female. Solid
shots.
°id'
492-6126.
AKC Roftweiler, lyr old
male, needs good home in
country w/ample space.
Not good w/children.
753-5626

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are the peace-lovers of the zodiac, with strong
ties to family and home. Somewhat shy, they are most comfortable when
with close pals. Wise parents will gentlrencourage these youngsters to
wideii their circle of friends. One suggestion: Ask them to lend a helping
hand to any new classmates. Although these Taureans may not be particularly interested in academics, they will do their homework. They take a blisiness-like approach to their studies, studying hard in order to get good
grades.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
intellectual stimulation today. If
need
LIFE:
YOUR
OF
YEAR
NEXT
is bothering you, talk it out.
something
Travel will prove invigorating. You
utilizes your special talfeel much more energetic than in the A project that
very successful.
prove
will
ents
recent past. Treat yourself with respect
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
and others will follow suit. The ecoon.a confidential
nomic picture improves next fall, Dealing with people
profitable this week.
making a big promotion more likely. basis can be quitemeeting mew circle
Make your move soon if determined You will enjoy
evening.
to change your lifestyle. A romantic of friends this
S (Ndv. 22-Dec.
SAGITTARIU
relationship is on the upswing. A tolmay seem slow itr-com- erant. genial approach will win you 21): Success
to regroup afteria dismany new friends. Choose your confi- ing. Take time
You are ready to
upset.
concerting
dants with care.
that is going
relationship
a
of
out
pull
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
nowhere.
THIS DAY:filmmaker Amy HeckerCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
ling, composer Peter Tchaikovsky,
could find yourself- attracted 'to
You
quarterback legend Johnny. Unitas.
in a position of power.
someone
actress Robin Strasser.
be used and discarded.
to
Refuse
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
pure motives will succeed
with
Those
difficult job must be done. If pressed
types have failed.
noble
less
where
for time, eliminate any unnecessary
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
AQUARIUS
steps. An unusual experience boosts
your sphere of
expand
to
free
Feel
your spirits. Make a dinner date with
-employee
employer
An
influence.
to
things
have
many
an old friend; you
if both sides
improve
will
relationship
discuss.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): You act in good faith.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Take
receive welcome financial news. A
do_an assignwork deadline must be met. Be can- all the time you need to
continue to
friends
right.
Older
ment
did if you must cancel or postpone
life.
your
in
role
major
a
play
romantic
Your
plans.
social
certain
partner will understand the job pressure you are under.
To Subscribe
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Seize
To The
the initiative in personal affairs.
Become a dynamo at Offi-de or home,
Ledger & Times
clearing away the clutter. Higher-ups
appreciate the way you do a task right
Call 753-1916
the first time.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
We can provide informapositive attitude will help you find
tion
and coverage for your
play
more joy in your work. Do not
games in business or romance. Loyalty is essential for long-term success.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Getting
your own way is easier today. A new
attitude towards your career will put
you in an enthusiastic mood.
Ask about Shelters
• VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): New
LIFE, CAR. HOME,
friendships inspire you to greater
accomplishments. Get the training you
BUSINESS
need to land the job of your dreams.
coverages too

cellent condition. 1995 FORD F-350, 1 ton, woodworking. 753-8056.
753-3869.
loaded, $25,900. APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
1995 YAMAHA YZ 250, 753-1078
Factory trained by 3 major
very nice. Call 753-5033 1995 SAPPHIRE-blue manufacturers. All work
after 5pm.
Splash and 1994 Black and parts warranted. Ask
Call for Andy at The Appliance
1996 HONDA 300, 4 Trax Splash 1995-$12,500.
Works, 753-2455.
ATV, brand new, asking 759-4677 after 5pm.
$3700. 753-7275
'95 DODGE 4x4, % ton, APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
s3 SUZUKI GS850L, 6xxx Sap with 360 759-4936
Whirlpool 30+ years exmiles, excellent condition,
perience. BOBBY
$1800 489-2465
HOPPER, 436-5848
KAWASKI 440 stand up
BACKHOE SERVICE,
Jet-Ski, new paint job, runs
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
great, $1500 firm. Some 1991 PROWLER 5th installation, repair, replaceextras included. 753-8848 wheel, 284 ft with electric ment. 759-1515.
Irving room slide out. Cenbefore 9pm.
tral heat & air, awning, ste- BACKHOE Service- ROY
400
reo, microwave, queen HILL Septic system, drivebed. Excellent condition, ways, hauling, foundations,
$12,900. 759-1987, etc 759-4664.
1983 OLDS Toronado, 436-2065.
BEACH ROOFING 12
$1200. Call Deitrich at 20FT Prowler, air, awning, years experience Free es753-7132 or 753-2715.
sleeps 8, $2200 753-1522 timates. Reasonable rates.
1985 Z28 CAMARO days, 489-2841 after 6pm. 759-9629
753-9644 after 6pm
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
1986 CUTLASS 2dr, 8 cy- 32FT Camper, air, gas All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 436-5832 or
linder, completely rebuilt heat, $2,000. 759-4414
753-1134
engine, very nice car,
$3500. 1984 Thlunderbird, STARCRAFT popup CamBUSHHOGGING. driveV6 engine, 1 owner, new per, sleeps 6, new condiways graded, gardens and
condition, $3500. 1601 tion. 759-9413
lawns roto-tilled New 60
guaranWill
Lomond
Loch
inch roto-tiller does a terrific
6211
tedd. 753-3704.
lob Call Jonesy 437-4030.
Boats
1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE,
& Wore
BUSH hogging, finish mow$1200 753-2519
14FT Alumacraft, V- hull, ing & trimming, garden and
1987 DODGE Lancer, Evinrude motor, trailer, yard tilling. 492-8530.
good car, high mileage, needs work 753-6941
CARPET REPAIR Does
$2000. Call 753-1404 or
your carpet have wrinkles
Aluminum
14FT
Cherokee
message
759-9240 leave
V-Huft, w/40hp Johnson or bad seams? Call Stockwell Carpet Installation &
1988 TOYOTA Camry LE, 435-4323
Repair for a Free estimate.
V6, good condition, new
17' LOWE Alum Bass boat, 437-4272
tires Call 924-0508
50hp Mercury, depth finder,
1989 HONDA Civic, 4dr, trolling motor, many extras, CARPORTS for cars and
a/c, loaded, sharp, best of- trailer, best offer. trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
fer 1993 Ford Ranger XLT 753-8277.
and etc Excellent protecsuper cab, 23xxx miles,
1985 34FT Sea Ray, twin tion, high quality, excellent
loaded, best offer
454's, 325hrs Mint condi- value Roy Hill 759-4664.
753-8277
tion, only $59,500
753-4663 days, 492-8479
Classifieds
CONSTRUCTION Work
nights
Office Open
McBride Construction
1994 SUNCRUISER 24' Decks to garages Addi8 a.m.-5 p.m.
pontoon, 70hp Evinrude tions and Vinyl Free estiMonday-Friday
motor, good condition. Sell- mates Satisfaction guara.m.
8 a.m.-11
ing because of illness Call anteed Call Larry McBride .
Saturday
436-2620 after 6pm
436-2102

.1. as 411. An-

Services
°tiered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Boils
Moto,

Used
Cars

.'93 CADILLAC Seville luxury Sedan, green, low
miles, fully loaded, Bose
Audio System. '91 Acura
Integra GS, 3dr, red, low
miles, perfect condition,
GREAT location Newly de- fully loaded except leather_
corated,.3br, 2 bath brick, '89 Buick Electra Limited,
fireplace in den Located in brown, loaded, very low
Oaks Estate on large miles, best engine ever.'89
_Wooded lot. Professionally Dodge Omni, silver, ex
kondeceped. Walk to golf tremely low miles, loaded,
530
course, $106,000 Ph nice condition. 759-4668.
Services
753-1468
Offered
LEAVING country.'94 CorHAZEL- newsy decoratea olla DX, auto, a/c, exc. Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
2br, 1A bath, appliaoces. cond. 28xxx miles, $9,000 stump removal, tree sprayNeed minor repair (winds- ing. hedge trimming, landgarage 492-8526
hield). 502-762-6256 Ling. scaping, mulch hauling &
HOUSE for sale by owner
spreading, gutter
Brewers-Harvey area, 6 RED 1993 Skylark Buick. muldh
Licensed & incleaning.
or
753-7455
miles.
47xxx
1
Benton.
miles west of
line of equipFull
sured,
753-2217
Bath, new central unit,
ment, Free estimates Tim
large deck, 2 outbuildings,
3011
436-5744,
Lamb
$54.900. Will sell with
Used
1-800-548-5262..
acreage or without CM
Trucks
after 6:00, 502-527-7890.-- f
• -A-1 Tree professionals
1973 FORD F350, 1 ton, Stump removal, tree sprayNEAT as pin truly desaibes
flat bed, good condition. ing, serving Murray, Callothis 3br, 1 bath home with
759-4805.
way County since 1980.
backyard.
large fenced in
Free estimates 436-2247
Priced in the 50's This 1985 SUBARU Brat, 4
or 492-8737.
listing features many up- wheel dr, $1250. 753-1522
dates, with all modern ap- days, 489-2841 after 6pm. A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
pliances to remain Take
tree trimming.
1989 % TON 4x4 Chevy hauling,
possession end of May and
Mark
tilt, cruise, Free Estimates.
auto,
Silverado,
leave the paint brushes bemotor, Lamb. 4 36 - 5 79 1,
350
bedkner,
cass,
hind as this listing is very
436-2528.
74xxx miles, $10,500
much ready to move into
502-474-2014.
ADDITIONS roofing & sidcondition. Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty, 1989 CHEVY Silvered° ex- ing are my Specialty For
753-1222. Concerning tended cab, swb, cruise free estimates call, David
MLS/3000614.
control, electric windows/ Lamb at 436-5043.
locks, 103xxx miles,$9850. AFFORDABLE lawn care;
THIS Gatesborough home 753-4445.
from mowing and trimming
offers the best for all seasons, with enjoyable Flor- 1991 GMC Sierra 4x4, 350 to hauling off eyesores. For
serida room & outdoor area engine, heat & air, am/frn friendly, dependable
after
500.
's
J
J
call
vice
Spacious
featuring hot tub.
cassette, mag wheels, new
Irving areas on inside allow tires, chrome brush guards, 436-2919
for gracious living in this $12,500. 436-5950.
ALL around hauling, junk
3br, 2 bath home,
up, cleaning out
clean
truck,
1992 DODGE diesel
$132,900. Contact Kopsheds, gutters, tree work.
obo. 436-2269.
$14,000
perud Realty 753-1222.
Free estimates Joe Lamb.
1992 FORD F150, 55xxx 436-2867
MLS03000556.
miles, $8,000 obo.
70
753-0115, 759-9086 after ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidew5
alks, dnveways, buildings,
Motorcycles
1993 CHEVY Silvered°, 1 remodeling, repairs, AGC
1982 KAWASAKI 750 LTD, owner, like new, white w/ certified. 489-2214.
.
Ipoks & runs good, 9800 red interior & fancy Leer
753-9128
camper shell. Call ANTIQUE refinishing, furor 762-3351.
niture repair & custom
1994 HONDA XR100, ex- 753-3233
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530

490

460

460

160

FARM
INSURANCE

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY it TN
754-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. ifth St • Murray

• Daily & Weak Rental.,
• Clean, Dependable ( ars
• Call Us I-or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

We'll always

be there for you.

Shahs/ Insurance Cos Home Oflice Cdurnbla. MO
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Blankenship,
Ten years ago
April 29.
Crystal Parks, second grade
Thirty years ago
teacher at Southwest Elementary
Calloway . County 4-H club
School, was recognized as an
members who have won district
Outstanding Kentucky Educator
honors and who will be exhibiby Kentucky Educational Foundation and Supt. of Public Instruc- tors at Kentucky 4-H Dress
Review are Debbie Rogers,
tion Alice McDonald.
Tisha Morris was crowned as Beverly Starks,. Jennifer Lovett,
queen of Murray High School Suzette Hughes, Frances Scull,
Junior-Senior Prom held at Curris Jayne Scott, Gail Smith, Patsy
Center, Murray State University. Hopkins, Ellen Watson, Neva
Her attendants were Krista Har- Scull, Kathy Stubblefield, Becky
rell, Let Holcomb, Mitzi Bog- Scull, Kathy Lovett, Teresa Byergess, Christ West and Melissa ly and Judy Kelso.
Gray.
Nineteen clubs were repreBirths reported include a boy sented at the annual day of Calloto Janice and Jon Hutchens, April way County Homemakers held
30; twin boys to Mr. and Mrs. April 28 at Murray Woman's
David Kilcoyne, April 29; a girl Club House. Speakers were Dr.
to Vicky and Clesphy Smiley, Burt Coody and Dr. Will Frank
May 1; a boy to Bill and Delores Steely. New county officers are
Woods, May 3.
Mrs. R.D. McDaniel, Mrs. Anton
Twenty years ago
Herndon and Mrs. Max Farley.
A four-month investigation
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Lamb
into illegal drug traffic in a two- were married 50 years May 1.
county area has led to the arrest
Forty years ago
of 18 persons and more arrests
Tommy McNeely, Jerry Armsare pending, according to local trong, Jerry Camp, Charles Story,
law enforcement officers.
Rodney Warren, Jackie ButterBrent Boston, son of Mr. and
worth, Bobby Lamb and Paul
Mrs. Fil Boston and student at Black are new officers of Lynn
Murray Middle School, had the Grove High School Chapter of
highest score on the American Future Farmers of America.
History Test conducted by CapCharles Roberts, Donald
tain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Cleaver, Charles Peeler, Owen
Daughters of the American Revo- _Morrison, Bobby Johnson and
lution, according to Mrs. John Tay Williams are new officers of
Livesay, chapter regent.
Almo High School Chapter of
- Births reported include a girl to Future Farmers of America.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Greer,
- Births reported include a girl to
April 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edwin
David E. Gay, April 20; a boy 10 Sparks, April 23.
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Dear Cathy,
I already feel closer to you than
any woman I've ever known. I lave
how we can open up to each other
online without the complications of
physical involvement. May our love
grow, and may we never be tempted
to ruin- itiby actually meeting each
other in person. Love, H.
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DEAR MR. BROWN: Thank
you for wanting to set the
record straight. However, over
the years. I have noticed that
there has been a lot of "borrowing" of material. Perhaps Jack
Paar conceived the idea for his
routine after reading the joke in
Reader's Digest. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column
you were taken to task by a reader
over an anecdote that erroneiiusl
referenced Cabot _Coolidge's sister
- I thought you alight be interested in
knowing you had the anecdote right
= but the wrong president! The
lowing is from a colleirtioft of Reader's Digest humor called "Fun
Fare," published in T949:
"The first Mrs. Richard harding
Davis was one day riding in a Lonc
. Island train when an important looking woman took a at acres,the aisle from her. Mrs Da% is
.remembered that SOMOW here she
'had met the newcomer, but what
her name was, she could hut recall.
To make the situation- acutelv
embarrassing. the lady nodded
pleasantly and said. 'Won't you
come sit with me. Mrs. Davis?'
"Mrs. Davis changed her seat.
and then began a mental struggle ti
recall the chiding name Presentiv.
what she hoped was.a clue disclosed
itself. The lady mentioned a hrother. 'Oh, yes. Your brother,' Mrs.
Davis grasped at the straw. 'What
is he doing now's"
"'Oh. he's still president of the
United States,' said Mrs. Douglas
Robinson, sister of Theodore Roo
The quote is attributed
Cummings Chase.
MARY sTRAt's,
PLEASANT(/N,(7A LIE.

DEAR MARY: Apparently an
anecdote is like the game ma4
of us played as children: By the
West dealer.
less four heart contract.
time something has been
Neither side vulnerable.
Meckstroth was no doubt a bit repeated a few times, it bears
NORTH
surprised when dummy produced a little resemblance to the origi•K 8 5 4
balanced 12-count for his takeout nal story.
V J 52
double of West's weak two heart
•K J 2
opening. Given the lie of the oppos41 A 7 2
ing hearts and diamonds, declarer
WEST
EAST
appeared destined to go down one,
4763
4 10 2
losing two hear ,.a diamond and a
V.9
club.
AQ 1084 3
• Q 1096 3
•5
- DR. GOTT
Meckstroth' played low from
.16 K 8 4
4.QJBS3 dummy on the opening diamond lead
and won East's nine with the ace. By Peter IL (.ott, M.D.
' SOUTH
+ AQJ9
The A-K-J of spades were cashed,
DEAR DR. GOTT: Our infant son
K 76
East discarding a supposedly use• A 87 4
less club on the third round. has been diagnosed with dysfibrogen
46 109
Meckstroth then led the innocent- emia. We're told it is a blood disease
but PLEASE enlighten us. What is tht
The bidding:
looking heart six from his hand.
expectancy and is the'condition
South
North East
West
West gave this a hard look and life
hereditary?
21
4
Dble
Pass
decided to play low,no doubt fearing
DEAR READER: Normal blood con
Opening lead — five of diamonds.
East might have the singleton king. tains substances which cause clotting..
When dummy's jack held, nothing ras well as other compounds that dis
The Cavendish Invitational, per- appeared to have been lost, since -solve clots. Ordinarily.. these.
haps the strongest pair tournament West still had two heart tricks com- immensely complex proteips.are in
in the world, will be held at the ing. But Meckstroth had a different constant balance, permitting the
Loews New York Hotel later this idea.
blood to clot when it should and run
week. The annual event, which, unA low club was led from dummy, freely at other times.
•
like most bridge tournaments, East winning with the jack. East's
Sometimes, unfortunately: people
awards substantial cash prizes to club return was covered by the king inherit deficiencies of certain clotting
top finishers, customarily numbers and ace, and dummy's third club factors. Or they may inherit deficient
many of the world's best players was led to East's queen, on which anti-clot proteins.
Such is the case with dysfibrogene
among its 40-pair field.
Meckstroth discarded a heart! When
Today's deal occurred in last East continued with his last club, mia, a rare medical condition marked
year's contest, which was won by Meckstroth again discarded hearts by a low level of anti-thrombin 111.
protein C or protein S all vital eon
Paul Soloway and Harry Tudor.The from both hands.
stituents
of the anti-clotting system
the
deal was multi-world
hero of
It was here that East's earlier
charnpionJeffMeckstroth,who,with club discard came back to haunt Patients with the affliction have a
characteristic opportunism,took ad- him. Left on lead with nothing but much higher incidence of venous
vantage of a couple of harmless- diamonds, he was forced to return thrombosis (blood clots in the legs).
The diagnosis is made by special
looking defensive slips by his oppo- one into dummy's K-J, and the "imblood tests.
nents to bring in a seemingly hope- possible contract was home.
The treatment of choice is an anti
Tomorrow: It's easy to self-destruct.
coagulant medication, such as
Coumadin. With thereto), and close
medical monitoring, your child should
CROSSWORDS
have a normal life expectancy
However, the condition is so unusual
40 Broadcast on
that the average doctor has had no
ACROSS
TV
experience with it.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Schemes
1 Buddy
Therefore, you should -ask, yowl&
money
Gives
44
4 Kansas
hematologist about potential
child's
DUMMY
DUMAS
to
Senator and
45 Dutch —
PATR IC ESTEIRM futureproblems, complications of
family
disease
9 Spike of corn
OH SLEEVES LO therapy and other issues that justifi47 Jodie Foster
ably concern you.
12 Baseball stat
FRIO
EIID SNOOD
film
13 Baghdad
To give you, more information. I am
MIRA
EST
ALES sending you a copy of my Health
48 — Pistons
native
52 "Cutthroat
14 Single
S
UTES EgICODE
Report "Blood — Donations and
Island" star
15 Beatles
OUR
G
T0
Disorders." Other readers who would
55'— Maria"
drummer
ORGANS UNTIDY
like a copy should send $2 plus a long.
56 Figure of
17 TV's Somers
speech
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
BEER ON
ED I E
19 First miracle
58 Uncle —
site
P.O. Box 2017; Murray Hill Station.
ODD
TRESS
ANA
59 Sweet potato
21 Cash ending
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men
EA
EEIEBALL
NS
Detested
60
22 Breastbone
Lion the title.
SCORNS
F
AUCIAIR
Vessel's
61
25 "— Mamer"
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
curved
EMBER
TME E T
29 26th pres.
information-on histoplasmosis.
planking
30 — — a beet
5-6 CD 1996 United Feature Syndicate
DEAR READER: HistoplasmosiS is
32 "In the — of
DOWN
Fire"
a type of yeast infection', usually of the
Epoch
9
5 Alternate
33 Inlet
10 Yearly (abbr.) lungs, that is endemic in certain parts
word
1 — diem
35 Ravi's
of the country, notably the Ohio and
11 Female ruff
6 — Vegas
2 Mr. Onassis
instrument
Mississippi River valleys..
16 "Tootsie" star
7 Same
3 Knight's
37 Roman
18 Seed coat
The disease, which is caused by
(prefix)
weapon
1,049 -20 Methodical
8 PS, M, L.
inhaling mold spores, begins as an
4 Warwick
38 Character in
examination
XL, e.g.
namesakes
"Othello"
upper respiratory infection lasting
of accounts
several
days. Complete recovery is
22 Sunset —
10 11
8
•
ill 3
7
6
1
5
4
the rule, even without treatment.
23 Test
The only long-term signs of the
24 Paired
14
infection are tiny calcified scars that
26 Boundless
27 Herb
are visible on chest X-rays.
18
17
16
15
Monica of
lUU 28 tennis
In some cases, the rather benign
respiratory form progresses into a
21
19
20
31 Beauty —
serious generalized infection that
34 Moslem title
26 27 28
25
36 Denounced
24
causes mouth ulcers, a swollen liver,
22 23
39 Remarkable
and enlarged lymph glands. The morperson (sl )
32
31
ill
tality rate approaches 90 percent,
41 Singer Jerry
II•
unless the disease is treated with
43 Indolence
37
36
appropriate
anti-fungal drugs, such as
46 Actress
Amphotericin B.
Sorvino
Lill
48 Valentine's —
The diagnosis is made by identify-.
49 A Gabor
ing the infective agent in body tissues,
44
50 Pro —
sputum. blood, or urine
51 Youngster
46
Patients with AIDS are particularly
53 Fabray
ill
nickname
susceptible to life-threatening histo
53 54
48 49 50
51
54 A Former
plasmosis In a few instances, the
lil
First
infection
can cause chronic lung
57
Daughter
changes that are identical to those
ill
57 H S. course
associated with tuberculosis. •
61
ill
59
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DEAR ABBY'

DEAR ABBY: In your column of
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 6, the 127th day of 1996. There are 239 April 2, you apologized for an error
that was my fault, not yours. It condays left in the year.
cerned an anecdote about Calvin
Today's
Highlight
in
History: Coolidge's Sister.
On May 6, 1937, the hydrogen-filled German dirigible Hindenburg
Abby, I really did read that
burned and crashed in Lakehurst, N.J., killing 36 of the 97 people on
allegedly true anecdote many years
board.
ago.(I think it appeared in RvacIer's
On this date:
Digest.) I had no reason to doubt its
In 1861, Arkansas seceded from the Union.
authenticity, nor airy means of veriIn 1882, Congress passed, over President Arthur's veto, the Chinese fying it.
But I do apologize for causing
Exclusion Act, which barred Chinese immigrants from the United
you embarrassment. I assure you it
States for 10 years.
was not intentional.
In 1889, the Paris Exposition formally opened, featuring the just- JACK RUNNINGER,ROME,GA.
completed Eiffel Tower.
P.S. The story pointed out the
In 1895, legendary silent-screen star Rudolph Valentino was born in
dangers of pretending to remember
Castellaneta, Italy.
someone. Abby, I can't believe how
widely read you are. When you pubIn 1910, Britain's King Edward VII died.
In 1935, the Works Progress Administration began operating. * _lished_my-lettez,Lheard--from--long.—
In 1941, dictator Josef Stalin assumed the soviet premiership, lost friends from all over the United
States, and even some from Japan.
replacing Vyacheslav M. Molotov.
Hawaii and Hong Kong.
In 1942, during World War II, some 15,000 Americans and Filipinos on Corregidor surrendered to the Japanese.
DEAR MR. RUNNINGER:
In 1954, medical student Roger Bannister broke the four-minute
Thank you for the apology. I
mile during a track meet at Oxford, ‘England, in 3:59.4.
received many letters from
hawk-eyed readers wanting to
In 1960, Britain's Princess Margaret married Anthony ArmstrongJones, a commoner, at Westminster Abbey. (They divorced in 1978.) set the record straight. (Bless
them all!) Read on:
In 1962, in the first test of its kind, the submerged submarine USS
Ethan Allen fired a Polaris missile armed with a nuclear warhead that
DEAR ABBY: I think you should
detonated above the Pacific Ocean.
know that-the true story about
In 1981, Yale architecture student Maya Ying Lin was named winOalvin Coolidge's sister was stolen.
ner of a competition to design the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
from a routine that Jack Paar used
In 1994, Britain's Queen Elizabeth II and French President Francois
on one of his comedy records many
years ago. In Paar's routine, the
Mitterrand formally opened the Channel Tunnel between their
dialogue was pretty much the same
countries.
as in the Coolidge story; however, it
Ten years ago: In the wake of the Chernobyl disaster, Soviet offitook place in London, and the
cials revealed that radiation had escaped from the damaged nuclear
response to "What is your dear
reactor for 36 hours before area residents were evacuated because the
mother doing these days?" was,
plant staff did not realize the seriousness of the accident.
"She's still the queen."
Five years ago: President Bush returned to work after spending two
I had the record in the early
nights at Bethesda Naval Hospital because of an irregular heartbeat:
1960s, and if I still had it. I Would
he met at the White House with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard :Tod it to you. However, like the
routine, it's been gone for a long.
S hevardnadze.
-time
DAVID J. BROWN
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Storytellers celebrate museum's birthday
storytelling programs at 11 a.m.and
1 and 3 p.m. will also be presented
by Master Storytellers Jay Overton
and Steve Ross.
The Spinners! Troupe is based at
the Scouting Museum in Murray,
and travels around the country to
perform at storytelling festivals,
schools and theaters. They have
appeared
several times on
"Storyteller's Theatre" on the Nostalgia Channel and the Americana

Members of tlie Spinners!
Storytelling Troupe Will present
versions of the first stories ever told
in the National Scouting Museum
this weekend, May 11,from 10a.m.
through 3 p.m.
The stories will be told in various
locations in and around the Museum,and will feature a re-creation
of the original "Legend of the
Unknown Scout," by Robert Valentine, the group's founder. Regular,

Television Network.
The Museum opened ten years
ago, on June 1, 1986. Storytelling
has been a part of its programming
since the first day. For more information about the National Scouting
Museum, call 762-3383 or 1-800303-3047.

HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
A CONVERTIBLE?

Grocery shoppers
prefer newspapers
Newspapers remain the
number one advertising source for groceries. 62% of Kentucky
shoppers rely on newspaper advertising for
groceries, compared to
8% television; 1% radio;
and 13% direct mail.

FINALLY, A CONVERTIBLE YOU CAN AFFORD!
Peoples First 24-Month
Convertible CD

Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1995
The Pirston Group, Lexington, Ky.

,f

5.75%

EARN
6.00%
Melissa Baird of Klrksey and a senior at Calloway County High School
recently visited Murray State University to Interview for a Presidential
Scholarship. Selected from a field of 39 applicants, she has been extended a
Presidential Scholarship which Is one of the university's most prestigious
honors. Shown with Baird is Dr. Kern Alexander, president of Murray State
University.

Boy Scouts earn prestigious
award during KEA week
Boys in Troop 112 Murray, and
Troop 125 Possum Trot, sponsored
by the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints, decided to do
something constructive during
KEA week this year.
Camping at 'Land Between the
Lakes for five nights and hiking 50
miles has earned them the presti-

LHOG MARKET

Federal Stale Market Sews Ser.we Maya, 1194
Kentucky Parttime Ares Rog Market Report Includes 2
Ruffian Sdtlees Receipts: kci. 0 Est 135 barrows &
Gas Ill hbsr Seen Oa lea higher
US 1-4 238-20 lbs.01.41-51.54
US 1-3 215-2341
US 2.4 260-2/4 lbs.
SSORS-51.1111
US 1-2 211.213
$41.1*-4101
Sods
US 1-2 nose lbs.---831.1111-32.14
US 1-3 341.4541 Ibk
832.116-33.11
US 1-3 4511425
435.11-34M
US 1-3 525 & up Ibn
S31 N-31114
US 2-3 301-511
13&011-31.1.
&Ars K17.1.2111.N

gious 50-Miler award. But they
didn't just hike.
They did service projects and
worked on merit badges like orienteering, bird study, environmental
science and camping. Special
campfire devotionals helped keep
their spirits high.

Annual Percentage Yield

MONTHLY -INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
)13UREAU
INVESTMENTS

Now, with $00 you can own your own Peoples Pirst
Convertible CD. You get a great guaranteed yield and if
the interest rate offered on our 24-month CD goes up at
any time prior to the maturity date, you have a one time
opportunity to CONVERT to that higher rate'. Just stop
by any Peoples First Office and talk to one of our
Customer Service Representatives.
s.

Also Available As I.R.A.

753.4703

611 Peoples First

Bob
Cornelison

, Member FDIC

Ballard . .,Calloway

Graves .

Livingston

.

Marshall

.

McfrAcken

Call Toll Free: 1-800-285-7362
.• APV is aoarate as of 4/30/96. The maximum Oterest rate is 6.35%
with a 645% tAlD9 and is acarate- as of 4/30/96.
A $500 minimum balance is recured to open the arrnirit and
obtain the disclosed APY. The interest rate may be
converted to the interest rate offered by Pecoles First on its 24 month
fixed rate CD at the trne the request is
received and coon conversion, the APY will change. The interest rate
may be converted crily one time diring the
term of the CD A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawai.
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FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE
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A doctor who
knows you

Choosing the right physician for your family is a tough decision.
You want someone you can talk to. Someone who combines the
highest quality medical skills with, well, good old-fashioned
concern.
Our office of primary care physicians--family physicians, internal
medicine, and pediatrics--serves as the front line of care for your
family. They have established their practices and families in the
Murray-Calloway area as you have. Our physicians know what it's like to raise a farhily--and what it means when
someone in the family faces a sudden illness or accident.
Primary care physicians offer a complete range of medical care,from the treatment of minor complaints to the
diagnosis and management of -serious illness. And while these doctors are instrumental- in treating many
conditions, they can also direct to the proper specialist, if necessary. Above all, our primary care physicians are
dedicated to providing you the best in medical care.
Our AfterHours services and expanded in-office diagnostic services are an important part of a changing health
care system,but more importantly, they are part of our commitment to providing convenient services for you and
your family.
Your Primary Care Physicians:
Robert Hughes, M.D.•Family Practice
Hollis Clark, M.D.•internal Medicine
Joyce Hughes, M.D.•Pediatrics
Robert Korolevich, M.D.•Family Practice
Michael Adams, M.D.•Family Practice

Suite

4l0w • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th St. • Murray, Ky.. 42071
-

MEDICAL CENTER
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An important component of
primary care is a strong partnership with a doctor who
knows you and your medical
history. Our group offamily
gi•actitioners, an internist
and a pediatrician provides
continuous coverage from
newborns to elder citizens of
our community.
*Prompt treatment of illnes ses. infections, and minor
injuries.
.Regular
follow-up
for
chronic medical problems.
*Routine physical exams for
insurance. school employ
ment, athletics, camp. and
travel.
•Annual gynecological
checkups.
*Newborn care and well child
checkups.
*Laceration repair and minor office surgery.
'DOT and workmen's comp
exams for employers.
•AfterHours services from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 9
a.m. to 12 noon on Satin
days.
'In-office laboratory, car
dioloa. and x-ray services
for improved diagnostics and
convenience.
*Medicare participating and
participant in most conimer
cial insurance plans.
*Accepting new patients.

•

